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Body Image Lecture Status of Greek "Coeducation"
ate until the age of 15 or 16 and
were virgins at the time they
married. "Now girls are having
sex at around the age of 15."
Joan Jacobs Brumberg, a proIn addition, Brumberg
fessor at Cornell University, pointed out that girls did not
presented a lecture on Wednes- talk about boys in their diaries
day, September 24, on her book in the 1890s. However, by the
The Body Project: An Intimate early 20th century girls were
History of Anorexic Girls, in more independent and writing
which she used the diaries of about their sexual encounters.
adolescent girls in the 19th and
"Female adolescent body has
20th centuries to describe the a history," stated Brumberg,
changes that girls have gone "and it is important to underthrough in respect to talking stand it." Until the 20th cenabout their bodies and their tury, Brumberg said that girls
sexuality.
were not as worried about their
The lecture took place in a bodies as they are now. Instead,
full McCook auditorium. in the 1890s, they "concentrated
Brumberg stated that her lec- on changing what they didn't
ture had several purposes, the like about themselves inside."
first of which was to promote In the 1990s, however, the "body
an intergenerational dialogue is the primary project," said
about sexuality, to help people Brumberg. She went on to say
understand that "more work has that "size, shape and muscle
to be done to take girls seri- tone" are now the indicators of
a girls self worth and thus adoously."
Brumberg began her lecture lescent girls are infected with
by describing some of the most "bad body fever."
dramatic differences between
Today, "78 percent of girls are
girls in the 19th century and dissatisfied with their bodies by
girls in the 20th. The first dif- the age of 17" said Brumberg.
ference being that in the 1890s, She feels that this problem is
girls did not begin to menstrusee BODY on page seven
BY ROCIO HERRERA

News Writer

Questions arise as to whether certain fraternities have
indeed complied with Trinity's mandate for coeducation.

BY PATRICK NOONAN

News Writer

Career OfTKe
BY ELIZABETH ROHFRITCH

News Writer

In the recent past, the Trinity
Career Counseling Department
has been a rather unobtrusive
presence on campus, making
its' mark with perhaps a few flyers scattered around Mather
Hall. Several upperclassmen
polled were unaware until this
term that such an office even
exists, and that its' primary
function is to assist students in
setting and carrying out their
career goals. Others merely
looked upon it as an office that
organized resume and cover letter writing workshops, or perhaps held an outdated list of
internships. One student
pointed out that the state representative list that the office
used, as of last semester, was
about eight years out of date,
possibly making contacting
one's local representatives for
internship opportunities an
embarrassing situation! In
short, the department has received a bad reputation among
many of the students as, what
one junior described as "a waste
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of good office space." Rocio
Herrera 99' said the old office
was downright pitiful. "All of
the internship info was out of
date, and they didn't have the
information on the area that I
needed."
Career Counseling has made
it their 1997/98 goal to change
their image among the students
and employ new methods and
ideas to get Trinity graduates
connected with the job market..
The office has employed a new
director, Lana Hegge, who,
along with her staff has made
step one of the new plan getting
the students in the door from
day one of their freshman year.
"We want to be an in-your-face
office." Hegge says, pointing out
that a Career Services office is
an essential part of any college
campus, but it is only as useful
as the students make it. If the
students do not come in, the office is doing no one any good.
Tactics that the staff are employing as of this semester include: the distribution of
wipeoff message boards with
the office extension printed on
each one to all new students, a

ternities and Sororities become
:oed organizations by the fall •
of 1995." Supposedly, these organizations have now been
completely coed for over two
years; however, questions as to
the, validity of this claim have
been raised by Professor Jack
"'.hatfield, the outgoing chair of
the Fraternity/Sorority Committee. In a report to the faculty published in late August,
lhatfield insists that the goal
of coeducational Greek organizations has not been achieved,
and that the current system is
only a thin veneer, masking the
Status quo.
Tnedecreefrom the Trustees
set off a whirlwind of controversy amongst fraternity /sorority members who objected
to the coed edict. Facing the
possibility of extinction, these
Greek organizations, by and
large, reorganized or began to
accept opposite-sex members.
Examples of reorganization are
the' Fire Society, composed of
the members of Alpha Delta
Phi and Delta Delta Delta, and
the Columns, composed of Psi
Upsilon and Kappa Kappa

Gamma. These
now have gender equity in leadershvp and membership, in

g
^
g
thenuraberof disciplinary infractions and open parties, as
lat-

bwever, many attribute the
* of these are "umbrella organiza- reduction in disciplinary probtions," wherein there is a "coop- lems to other rule changes
erative relationship between such as the crackdown on altwo separate organizations"
cohol in First-Year dormitories
On the other hand, Chatfield and the ban on kegs in any
points to Cleo, Lockwood dorm. In addition, only having
(Sigma Nu), and-Delta Phi (St. one open party per weekend
Elmo) as examples of organiza- night has presented its own
tions where legitimatecoeduca- problem because of the high
tion has been achieved. Cleo amount of people in one place
(formerly Delta Kappa Epsilon) for an extended petiod of time.
has been voluntarily coed since
Jon Roy '98, a member of the
the early 1970s. Both tockwood Lockwood society, claims that
and St. Elmo integrated.after the coed mandate is "like takthe decree rather than to cease ing away pockets to solve a
to exist, In addition, St. pick-pocketing problem," and
Anthony's Hall has accepted fe- that there could have been a
male members since before "more constructive way to
1992, but according to the re- solve the problems [with the
port has a "fundamentally mas- Greeks}." He asserts that the
culine tenor" throughout the move to coed organizations
organization. Finally, there Ss was more to break up Greek or94 Vernon St. (Pi Kappa Alpha) ganizations than to actually
who owns their house and is reform them, pointing to dirumored to continue to accept minished membership in his
only male members in spite of own society since 1992. Upset
the college policy.
with the administration's acWhile this report states that tion with Greek organizations,
it is the opinion of the commit- he states that "there are a lot of
tee members that "full compli- negative things [with the fra tsl,
ance [with the coed decree] has but those shouldn't overnot yet been achieved," shadow the positives." NumerseeCOED on page nine
Chatfield also cites that thede-

see OFFICE on page seven
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Can Writing at Trinity Be Improved?
It has been said before. Writing at Trinity is not what it should or could be.
Students graduating from a liberal arts institution should have at least a basic
knowledge of grammar and sentence structure. Employers in every profession from
medicine to engineering to politics look for talented writers to fill available positions.
So why is it that students at Trinity are still writing substandard essays, lab reports
and Tripod articles?
What Trinity needs is a writing requirement, not only for those unlucky freshmen
forced to take Writing 101, but for everyone. The word "requirement" is often met
. with shouts of protest and anger. People hate to think that their freedom as Trinity
students might be jeopardized by the imposition of useless classes. Many argue that
the current distribution requirements are of little use to students and serve as more of
an annoyance than a learning tool. How would a mandatory writing course be any
different than the "blow off" requirements we have now?
In order to avoid boredom and provide useful, interesting classes, writing requirements would have to be relevant to the student's course of study. One writing class
should be required during the first semester of the first year. Instead of testing out of
Writing 101, those who write well would simply move into a higher level course. Students would take a test (comparable to the math proficiency test administered on the
first day of freshman year) to determine which level would be appropriate for their
abilities. These classes would be general in nature and would cover academic writing
at the college level. While theoretically this type of writing is intended to take place
in first year seminars, in practice, it rarely happens.
In addition to a general writing class freshmen year, another course should be required in each individual department. Students would take this class once they choose
a major. It would be designed to familiarize students with writing on a particular
type of subject matter. A Biology major would study how to write coherent and succinct lab reports. A Political Science major would master the art of persuasive essay
writing, while a Philosophy student might learn to produce a good argument.
Of course none of these classes will make someone who hates writing fall in love
with the subject. It will, however, force students to improve their skills in their own
disciplines and recognize the importance of writing well in all professions. There is
no reason a student graduating from Trinity College should be producing substandard writing.
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Freshman Seminars:
Wasting Our Time
for feedback from professors on
papers, in my case there was
none. The basic grammar
which was corrected wasn't exactly an in-depth analysis of
my writing which I could use to
improve my overall writing
skills. Taking a trip to The Writing Center in most cases would
have given me more feedback.
Trinity would be better off
dropping the requirement of a
seminar for first year students
and replacing it with a requirement for speech, English, or another language; anything that
could be considered more than
just a waste of time.

To the Editor:

The Trinity College first year
seminar program achieves just
one of its goals; to introduce
new students to their appointed
advisors.
The seminars are supposed to
be writing-intensive classes,
based on subjects which interest the students. Unfortunately,
the majority of students get far
from their first pick of seminars
and many of them are randomly placed in a seminar for
which they never mentioned a
desire to take. Writing is generally more intensive than most
freshmen classes, but no more
than you would expect of a Sincerely,
standard humanities class. As John Brigham '00

Parents' Weekend
This weekend, the campus was unusually clean, and there was
a large blue and white circus tent on the main quad. This could
only mean one thing — Parents' Weekend. Everything seemed
to work without a hitch, but here's The Tripod's opinion on this
weekend's happenings.
;
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Milkshakes, Fried Food, Cotton Candy...if only Mather
dressed to impress every
Ticket Night.
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The Party Scene
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A surprising, yet pleasant,
change on Sunday afternoon.
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Nothing like pulling out all of
the stops for our'rents.
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New Brown Hat

Great Band, No Crowd, Bad
Publicity.

Karaoke

An experience that should be
banned from humanity, especially when your parents are
their to increase the embarrassment.
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POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility^ the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
: .
Letters may be submitted via:

Lchtor-ln-Chii'f
186P.12V7-258.J

KAY

•CAMPUS MAIL:
•E-MAIL:
• CAMPUS NETWORK:

Box 702582
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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(See If
James Griffith
As I was sitting at my
computer, staring at the
blank screen and pulling
my hair out over an extreme
case of writer's block, all I
could think of was how I
had to finish this column, do
some reading, and go to bed.
After sitting for quite some
time with my blood pressure rising by the minute, I
began to realize the degree
to which I am a slave of time.
In fact, we are all slaves of
time in the late twentieth
century. The computer age
and.a global society have
caused us to fight for every
minute in the day.
Minutes and seconds
have become precious,
never mind days and years.
Overnight mail and same
day delivery are frequent in
the business world, and the
three to five day delivery
makes the Post Office just
too slow.
As a college student, I am
afflicted by an incredible
lack of time. There just
doesn't seem to be enough
hours in the day to accomplish everything that I need
to do. At times, I feel like pe..-V-

an

^ in the
but only if those

hours can be used for nothing but sleep. Between work
and extracurricular activities, the days just don't seem
long enough.
I find myself operating on
a second by second basis,
and I forget what's really important. The lack of time
keeps me from, excuse the
cliche, stopping to smell the
roses.
Things that are not important at all come to take a
role of great importance,
while other things are swept
under the rug. My life gets
bogged down in details. I
find myself devoting too
much time to clubs and ignoring work, or vice versa. If
I actually have all of my
work and clubs under control, I forget to call home.
What's really important
there? For me, it's the last
thing on my priority list, the
phone call home that was
intended for Tuesday and
which doesn't happen until
Friday.
It seems as if I cease to operate without deadlines,
and those deadlines define
the importance of the
things that I have to do. ]f
sottre'thing can be put off
until next week, chances

WHAT DID YOU DO WITH
YOUR PARENTS THIS
WEEKEND?
ADAM ORR '00

"Husked corn."

DARREN MUSHRUSH '00

"They didn't come this
weekend."

CAITLIN PHELPS '98

"We argued."

are, it will be.
In this hectic world in
which we live, I've come to
appreciate the time when 1
can just sit back and
breathe. Doing nothing is
no longer a waste of time
(though I still have a hard
time justifying this one); it
is a needed break for the
purposes of sanity. Just sitting back for five minutes,
closing my eyes, and listening to my breathing has
come to take on new importance. It seems as if that is
my only break in a world
that is moving so fast that I
have to run to keep up.
We live in a world where
you have to be driven in order to succeed, and drive
and rest often contradict
one another. A hard worker
is someone who doesn't rest;
a machine. We have ceased
to be human, we are now
competing with computers
and technology.
Because of this, the language of technology has
pervaded our society. Science and math are stressed,
causing a devaluation of the
arts. School districts and the

The variety of reactions drugs can have on different people is amazing. Some people get silly; some
sloppy, some just plain stupid. And then there's the
violent ones. 'Right now, I'm focusing on alcohol. The
violent drunks; they throw me off (no pun intended).
Everyone's seen them. Just about everyone I know
has had to deal with them. Some of them have been
friends of mine. I usually laugh it off as just stupid
intoxicated anger that really means nothing. Usually I'm right. But that's for most people.
There's plenty of people out there, who seem to be
almost always guys in my experience, that are violent whenever they're messed up. This really confuses me. All you really do is make an ass of yourself.
In all honesty, if I heard that I was saying the things
these guys say, I'd be so embarrassed I'd probably stop
drinking.
Around 2:00 AM. on Thursday of last weekv 1 was
walking past North, and I had to tie my shoe, so I got
to stop and hear a real pleasant conversation. Two
guys were standing in the doorway and screaming
into the dorm things like, aC'mon,-b***h! Let's go!"
A few seconds latex two girls walked out. Conversation waned for a little bit and one of the guys
claimed he would, ytfjjypj# a few more epithets, that
he would mess the^tfifj; <fut of anyone who got in his
face. All I could tjiij^^asf "Good one, future wifebeater.'1 Still, T biewnfoff as drunken bravado that
would disappear if. he was actually in such a situation.
;.'••.
•
.' .
„.
Then one of the girls said that when thevna)aeofthem were going out he started beating somfe-'oltliei'
guy "who was talking to me funny." Then^he'highfivedrarn. Oh,Christ.
§?.Spme-

ings that operate purely in
a logical mode, forsaking t he
aesthetic, creative needs
that are nurtured by art, literature, and music. All of
this is a result of our time
being overtaxed. There is so
much to be learned and so
little time to learn it in,
which forces people to make
decisions as to what is more
important. These decisions
will affect the way people
think in the next generation, and I hope that our
concern over time doesn't
create a creatively starved
society.
The battle against time is
one that we will fight for
most of our lives. I don't
know if it is a battle that we
can win. There always
seems to be more to do than
hours in the day. Do you
spend time with your family, your friends, or at work?
Can you spend enough time
at everything?
The knowledge that we
all only have a limited time
to do all of this makes it
even more difficult. Everyone says, "enjoy your four
years at college, they'll be
the best years of your life."
This leaves college students
milking the days for all their
worth, but in the end, finding that they are still just
slaves of this thing that we
call time. 1 think we all need
to sit back, relax and enjoy
some introspection...if we
can just find the time.

pi6ture'wa"ssbme;po'or sfchmuck talking to this girl
at some party. Everyone's plastered. This guy conies
up to her and just starts talking to have a conversatioa Maybe they were in Chemistry together—nothing serious. And then the big ape grabs our hero and
starts beating the Hying daylights out of him. It's always refreshing to know that education has no correlation with intelligence. Some bastards are just
bastards, no matter, who teaches them what..
Saturday I was at a party in one of the frats, and a
brother from another frat decided to crash the party
and be a cool guy by picking on brothers from the
housed His friends started trying to hold him back
and he wound up swinging at h is friends. What set
him off was that the brpthersfrom the house were
teasing himsince he was clearly a drunk deciding to
be hardcore.
..
:
Eventually his friends got him out of the house, but
not before he took a swing at one of h is friends, connecting in the cheek. His friends apologized profusely again and again, and nobody in the house was
all that mad since nothing really serious went on. I
felt bad for his friends. They were in an awful position. I really didn't think too much of it until one of
his friends said that this guy gets like this all the ti me.
He just gets it into his head that he wants a fight and
won't stop or calm down.
All right,so these guys are some over-testoteroned,
hyper.-aggressive MAN'S men (insert grunts and
other assorted Tim Taylor noises here). Obviously
they have a whole lot of aggression pent up wi th nowhere to go. 1 can accept the fact that he needs some
kind of outlet. Whatever. We all need outlets. I've
been told Abraham Lincoln once said, "It has been
my experience that, a man with no vices has very few
v i r t u e s . "' . ' • • .
My point is I think it's time for these dudes to find
another vice. Clearly alcohol's effect on him is negative. Seriously,'why get drunk if all you do is corne
off like a cliche and as vacuous and meaningless as
any cliche is? Find a better way of venting, guys. Try
writing opinions columns., ,>;
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Changes at Marriott:
The New Meal Plan
BY VIRAJ MAJMUDAR

Opinion Writer

I finally figured it out! I finally know
what happened to my Flex Dollars. Out
of curiosity I, not too long ago, inquired
with one of the Cave staff members what
exactly my Flex Dollars balance was. I
expected it to be fairly near the 25 dollars 1 began with, since I hadn't used
much more than a few cents here and
there. Naturally, I was wrong. More than
five dollars wrong. Initially I passed this
off as a mere accounting error on my
part—there's a good reason why I'm not
a math major. But suddenly it occurred
to me. Five dollars is a nice, round, convenient number. Oddly similar to the
five dollars transfer allotment we get.
Coincidence? I think not.
My deduction was that there had been
an erroneous deduction. Sometime
when 1 transferred, instead of using a
meal, those crazy Cave kids used my precious Flex Dollars. How to solve this
grave injustice? Well, I'll let you in on a
little secret. Actually, it may not be a secret to you, but I thought it was pretty

tion, the reaction has been positive to the
new self-serve lunches and dinners.
Women are praising the fact that they no
longer get inferior portions compared to
the boys. Others are happy that they can
now take just the amount they want, or
a tiny bit just to try. And of course there
is, in some ways, less waste, as you can
now take an edible portion of mashed
potatoes, instead of the old feed an army
serving we used to get. Naturally, this
help yourself plan doesn't apply on
Ticket Dinner night. Fain we should get
more than two twice baked potatoes.
Every time I transfer, I wonder if I'm
getting more food than I would have with
the old $4.75. For the most part, people
seem to be giving five dollar transfers the
nod of approval. A quarter isn't really
that much, it's not even an ounce at the
salad bar, but it's just enough to make a
difference—the difference between getting a Rice Krispies Treat and another
Snapple. We deserve that. It's also nice
that those of us who aren't on the super
duper special meal plan can transfer
anytime of day, any meal, unlike last
"The best part of Parents' Weekend?"
year.
Speaking of transferring, let's not for-

Speaking of transferring, let's not forget Flex Dollars.
They're definitely getting the thumbs up around
campus. No more fishing around for a nickel dime or
few pennies when you've crossed the five dollar line.
interesting. Lets just say Big Brother is
watching every Cave, Bistro or Crossroads Cafe transaction you make. They
knowwhen,;rou s ^ w f e ypuj
y
even know if you brought your tray up.
Well, the last one's a stretch, but for the
rest, I wouldn't lie to you.
As it turns out, there is a Marriot Master Computer which keeps track of any
meal you may or may not have.taken.
Therein lay my solution. Getting right
. to the point, they found that indeed, I had
been wronged in the Cave, and I got $4.60
credited to my Flex Dollars balance.
Needless to say, none of this would have
happened with the old meal plan. I'm
not saying it's a bad thing, these Flex
Dollars, but there has been a lot of tam!
pering with the way we eat here at Trin
l
Trin,
Most disturbing to me is the change of
•; the Beef Board to Dear Jon. I liked Beef
Board, it had a nice alliterative quality to
it. Dear Jon? Not quite. Besides, beef was
a nice play off the whole dining hall fopd
thing. My strongest reason for resisting
this change is that when a few letters are
missing from beef and board, the letters
canbe rearranged to spell Bare Bod. This
was done by a clever diner my freshman
year, and it still makes me laugh. If whoever did it is still here, I applaud you. In
fact, I dedicate this column to you. It's
things like that that make me proud to
call this place home. And now, we have
to pin our inked napkins under a heading, Dear Jon. What can you do with
those letters? Nearjod? And what's this
Crazy Concoctions thing?
|. ,;As opposed to the Beef Board infrac-

get Flex Dollars. They're definitely getting the thumbs up around campus. No
more fishing around for a nickel, dime or
jgWhp..you've, crossed that
nB*.1Tffey'se'eTn tomalcesense
for a lot of people who are on a plan for
less than three meals a day, but may want
to have a snack or meal above and beyond that. Someone even noted that if
we run out, we can have money added to
our Flex Dollars balance. When the
computers are functioning properly,
other than my little fiasco, I've yet to hear
complaints.
Overall it would seem the yeas outweigh the nays, but what is perhaps the
most important question has yet to be
asked. Is the food actually any better?
The reviews are mixed on this one. As
opposed to many other schools, (you remember from all those college visits) our
food here really isn't so bad. But still,
• there is room for improvement. Have we
seen it this year? Some think yes, some
think no. One student suggested the variety of food served is greater with new
offerings. I can, in fact, verify this. The
other day the Bistro was selling
Raspbeery Brownies. A new recipe in
honor of #5? Someone should ask Jane
about that one.
So, as our first month draws to a close,
we have some changes to mull over.
Hopefully, you've had better experiences
than me and my Flex Dollars' disappearance. But should you have any comments to make, remember you can
always post them on Dear Jon. Which, I
entreat you my fellow students, let's inundate with requests to restore to Bare
Bod. I mean, Beef Board.

Correction
1

The headline "Campus Hazing Causes A Stir" in the September 23 issue of The Tripod innacurately portrayed the
disciplinary action taken against the a cappella groups.
i None of the four a cappella groups were charged with
hazing. The Tripod apologizes for the error. •

Looking Beyond A
Feminism Stereotype:
You Don't Have To Be A Bra Burner
CU-WIRE) AMES, Iowa - 1 am a feminist. Does that statement make your
blood pressure rise a notch?
I wouldn't be surprised, because there
are some blatantly bad vibes associated
with that terrible f-word lately.
Did you think I must be a man-hating,
radical, leftist, liberal, socialist, communist, pro-abortion, anti-family, anti-marriage, anti-children, lesbian, pagan chick
with PMS who doesn't shave her legs and
think affirmative action should guarantee her a job just because she's a woman?
If so, you were wrong — although I try
not to shave my legs too often.
See, feminism has a very different
meaning in my book.
I could throw a bunch of textbook
definitions at you, but you can look those
up yourself. I'll just give you a few of my
favorites.
"Feminism is the radical proposition
, that women are human beings," says one
t-shirt slogan.
In 1913, Rebecca West said, "I myself
have never been able to find out precisely
what feminism is: I only know that
people call me a feminist whenever I express sentiments that differentiate me
from a doormat."
Basically, a feminist believes women
have been oppressed in the past, and
something should.be done about it.
Can we all agree women have been
oppressed? No? Can we agree that sexism is a sham? Do you really believe
women are making it all up just for fun?
Maybe you think you don't have to
worry about it because sexism doesn't
affect you.
I beg to differ. Sexism is a part of all
our lives. You've probably all heard the
song about Barbie that's popular right
now. Did you know Mattel was actually
mad because they thought the song was
degrading to Barbie? Yes, degrading to
Barbie. •
You should all know this already, but
let me reiterate that if Barbie was a living, breathing, to-scale human being, she
would tip over. That's all I'm going to say
about that.
One of my pet peeves is "women's"
magazines. The last time I picked up a
"Redbook," I decided to put it down - and
quickly.

According to the ads and articles, the
most important things women should
be worried about are their hair, make-up,
clothes and weight.
You might say they almost had me
convinced about weight, because I. felt
like puking after reading that magazine.
But magazines aren't the only offenders. You might not know it, but there was
a Women's National Basketball Association championship a few weeks ago.
I can understand why you might have
missed it, since it was relegated to the
fourth page of the Register's sports section.
:
Sexism is everywhere, including our
schools. My mom found a blurb in our
high school's daily announcements telling girls they had to wear a dress to a certain school awards ceremony.
When I was in high school, I didn't
OWN a dress. Moreover, I didn't WANT
to own a dress. So why should I, or any
other female, have to wear one?
You're also going to find sexism in the
workplace. This summer, my sister
worked at a law firm in Des Moines.
There, the male lawyers included the
men, but never the women, on their golf
outings. I guess they just assumed
women wouldn't want to play. What,
women don't play golf?
You're going to make mistakes if you
make generalizations about people.
Hey, sorry about the blood pressure.
But somebody has to point a few of these
things out once in a while. I'm not saying men are evil. We're all socialized to
believe that women are "the weaker sex."
I just hope you will find, as some of my
women's studies classmates did, that my
definition makes sense— that you can
call yourself a feminist.
You don't have to be a "bra burner" to
be a feminist; you just have to believe
women are people and not some type of
"other."
After all, there are many different
kinds of feminists.
Some of them even shave twice a day.
This column was written by Catherine
Conoverfor the September 29 edition of
the Iowa State Daily of Iowa State University.
'
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Question: Why Is The On Being A Mentor
Underground Empty?

means havinga ready rnadesocial life
People say "hello" to each other in the
Opinion Writer
stairwell. After a night of hard work or
a boring class, there's always someone
As I opened the door to Elton, bags to talk to, play hall frisbee with, or
and boxes in hand, I thought to myself, prank the head-resident (sorry Ray).
Academically being a mentor has
"My God, what have I gotten myself
into." Suddenly it came back to me, given me tremendous contact' with,
not only my proFessor, but many othwhat it was like to live in a first-year
dorm: the noise, thin walls,dirty halls, ersoutside my department and field of
broken glass and vomit-strewn bath- study. The experience has allowed me
rooms. For a moment, IthoiigHt about to give some of my professors a greater
quitting and spending my last-year in '•• exposureand understanding of my life
the posh, new, senior dorm, but now : interests andihas humanizedTrinity's
I'm glad I made the choice to stay. Be- faculty for me. The river boat cruise
ing a mentor has been the single most during mentor training gave me the
rewarding experience I've hadat Trin- • opportunity to get to know professors.
ity so far. Though the pay is low and. From con versations as meaningless as
the bathrooms:aredirty, theppsition cornplaining about potato salad to
has proven to have m any personal aftd hearing where someone grew up, the
academic rewards^ which, of course^ .faculty beeanie more: human.and less
a c c o m p a n y l
*dead.'':Reviewing:pape:rs and the
closer relationship wi th a professor has
a greatvfc6ost::fof;:niy::sense'of self; • also given; tne ideas about what edu:Whether helping a;We.nr.ee:leafri cators loathe andlove in terms of class
:
. properessay: writing vOr ;explaitiiRg room and ''turned-in" worM.;- .i- 7'•"}.
.Despite this, Hying in a first-year
how tdopen one'srnailbox; it has made
me feel like a: knowledgeable and im- dorm is not •without its irritations.
:
portant persoil/ Though I never envi* The;re is, dn decasion, :vomit in the
sipned rnyself:;as : a:role model,,I've; ^bathrooms; There; is a lot of noise: I regroyfotp see m e r i t ^ r t h y a n y i a i l d - : : HieOtb&-ptie, nameless, rhentee and his
^able&sgectsof :my t?wri|ife as men tees.; ^-friends singing dpo-wop outside my
xometeme; w i t h ^ ^
di early one ;Tuesday morning.
ftdrhthe-social, ;:sucH"as:f
l ^ j ;
eless the sense of community
friends and:parents, ;tp:
$# friendly atmosphere more than
;
SuehaSplarm^
:make. up for it:;Ply£the headfresidew
anxiety ThrougK giying^ylce^xisiiig. and RA^have: rated roe'; •fhevpfeisi^sJipf:
exarriples of • my;:qwn:-:e){^erie:tidef .a'jfi"
Trinity,; I; have had the pp|6rtunitytcr
j^
^ p |hp h
reexamine my career and iseewrtat i've.>
done well, as well aswr^aci wattle! have
By PHILUPE BLANCATO

BY ANDREW PETERSON

Opinion Writer

Another Parents' Weekend comes to a
close, and I like to think I'm a better man
for it. It's nice to get in some quality time
with your parents, eat some real food for
a change, and show your parents what
they're paying for. And I did. I showed
them my room, my roommates, and the
furniture I stole from other dorms. "Better than last year," they said. Right they
were. They wanted to see the new, cleverly dubbed, Vernon Place dorm and so-

buy a couch. I thought this was a little
odd, too. But regardless, I took a seat in
one of the chairs that the Underground
could afford. It wasn't very comfortable
and it looked like they might have stolen it from the Jackson lounge. It was
easy to find a seat though, no one was
there. The thing is, they were dishing out
free coffee at the time. Now I thought that
was just plain weird. Why did the school
go and build a new dark and empty social center when there's a perfectly good
dark and empty one hidden in the basement of Mather? Did the administration
have some kind of falling out with the

Why did the school go and build a new dark and
empty social center when there's a perfectly good dark
and empty one hidden in the basement of Mather?
cial center. I took them by. They looked,
they nodded, they asked what it was like.
"A new-and-improved Washington
Room," I said. More nodding. And that
was the extent of the tour. But something
occurred to me as the three of us stood
staring at the dark and empty social center: it was dark and empty. Not all that
social a place when you think about it.
Now as far as I know, Trinity ain't exactly strapped for cash. So why not include something a little more
student-friendly in the Master Plan? Better'yet, why don't we have something
like this already? The Underground Coffeehouse is a nice thought, but leaves a
little to be desired.
I went in for a coffee the other day, but
they didn't have any. I thought this was
a little odd. It turned out that their Mr.
Coffee had just served up his last cup. 1

- - 'mm

another batch. So I did.
While I was waiting, I read a sign they
had tacked to the wall. It informed me
that they were looking for donations to

coffee-drinking population? Why is the
closest thing this school has to a social
center begging for change to buy a real
piece of furniture? 1 wasn't sure then a nd
I'm still not.
You might think that in the midst of
Trinity's current multi-million dollar
spending spree, the least the boys at the
top could do for the Underground is buy
them a slightly larger Mr. Coffee and give
them a ride to the Salvation Army. But I
guess not. It is really a shame
The Underground has so much to offer. The company is pleasant, the coffee
is free (and when it's not, it's cheap), and
the bands are good and loud. If the powers-that-be put half the effort into the
Coffeehouse that they put into the Cave
over the summer, this school might end
up with a place where people can go and,
well, be social.
to go and peer into the darkness of the
Underground Coffeehouse. Maybe in
next two years, we will go in and have a
cup.

Responding To The
Umoja House Move

To The Editor:

I did not want another week to pass
before someone wrote a less objective
article about the Umoja House. As the
last co-caretaker of the Umoja House, I
have a vested interest in the recent movement of the house. Though some people
might expect me to be upset, I am not angry about the actual move of the house.
I think to be near what should be the
new entrance of Trinity is positive. I,
however, cannot ignore the fact that the

ing a house. The place many saw as a
second home on campus was not available, and they did not know this until
they came on campus. I think much
frustration and misinformation about
the house could have been avoided by
informing students about the house before its move.
I was even more disturbed about how
The Tripod handled the issue of the
house's move. Though the house was
moved in the summer, it was not until
three weeks later that an article was seen

My first-years have made me feel 76r7takmg7a7du;inp77A^
that I've led an interesting life, asking, mentee's "doo-wbp" session did wake
SfiOiteiiadtelJffi^
had .gotten very.

$;a$:i$£^^$.77;:
:
r,,-,,c^.T.. ,-„.. Jwh^I;Was. a||77::Jrri

rendition of "silhouettes Qrithe
.'' (I hadlef t my red lava lamp on
Ke^ly):777;7:,;777777.7./77..777. ••'•'-•'.

i;|imilar.careergpaU'Su|h.;77' •':
iayeWade : .^£.fe$^

:-y^aif:re5ideric&':7';S::

We Are Number Five

on Trinity's party status, many people
suggested that I drop the idea: "AuthoriOpinion Writer
ties will stop whatever you mention." I
am not too sure about that. They should
Number 5?! Could it be true? Have be proud of the fact that Trinity has a
you begun to wonder where those "na- high number of honest, registered partional statistics" come from? There are ties and not as many underground parover 1000 colleges in the United States. ties as other schools in America.
To be the number 5 party school out of
I mean, Trinity provides a safe atmoall those schools is impressive. I believe sphere to socially drink. The fact that
that the Princeton Review is right. Let's you don't always have to look over your
/ am not angry about the actual move of the house. I
consider the data. What do the statisti- shoulder for the alcohol patrol relaxes
think to be near what should be the new entrance of
cians consider a party? What else do people. It cuts down on the "I must chug
they base their research on? Since the many bottles to hold a buzz for the enTrinity is positive.
survey only rated "top ten party schools" tire night" philosophy. People know they
and "top ten stone cold sober schools," is can always go out and drink a little more
Umoja's position next to the new dorm in the paper. To top that, only one per- the availability of alcohol the only thing at a school party.
affected its movement too. Nevertheless, son was interviewed, and other ex- they considered?
The other big positive externality is
the renovation plan for the house is long tremely important people connected to
that
people don't need to drive anyApparently
the
Princeton
Reviewconthe house were contacted late or not at
overdue and worth the change.
where,
get lost, or get into trouble off
siders
the
number
of
parties
in
compariMy problems with the recent events all. I can only conclude with bias that son with the number of enrolled campus. If Trinity cut down on parties,
are the ways they have been handled by the Umoja House's total upheaval was students. Trinity has a small population people would migrate off campus to
the administration and campus news. not an important topic for The Tripod. I and a good number of parties. More im- drink more, heightening the risk of seriAs a student who was always using the guess news like how much Trinity can portantly, there are a large number of ous accidents both behind the wheel of
house, I think the administration should party is a more important topic than one registered parties at Trinity, These drink- an automobile or just walking through
have informed me and others somehow. concerning a historical house on cam- ing spurts could be considered under- the city.
A short letter about the plans would have pus.
ground parties. Other schools could have
Trinity is justifiably the number five
been sufficient. That action would have
I can only ask myself, the administra- more underground parties than Trinity.
party school, and students are safer belet me know that the administration tion, and The Tripod staff how the comHowever, Trinity sponsors more open cause of it. Providing a safe.relaxingatcares about how important the house •munication would be if the Psi U house
was to the people who used it and liked had been moved. Would the administra- parties. This ratio is the statistic that mosphere in which students can drink
it's position on campus. Elections were tion have told the members? Would it seems to pull Trinity ahead of other cam- is very important. No university can
held last semester for new caretakers and have been front page news? One can puses. With over 1000 schools in stop alcohol consumption. Excellent
America and countless package stores, it schools, like Trinity, can allow students
programs were planned at the house. only ask, but do we really need to?
is very likely that there is more alcohol to have a good time and keep them safe
Now as the semester is beginning the
on campus than students who drink it. as well. We are number five, and no one
black organizations on campus have to Sincerely,
As I considered writing a small article should try to disguise that fact.
rearrange their plans to adapt to not hav- Valerie Walker'98
BY CHRIS HERB
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Global Expansion For Trinity
BY TIMOTHY SLOTOVER

News Editor

marily as a result of their research interests, have connections to educational institutions
around the world." Dean Baker
added that "Trinity has extraordinary faculty resources... the
response of the faculty has been
terrific." It is intended that faculty members will propose and
help in organizing these programs. Currently, proposed sites
include Tunisia, Cairo, Trinidad,
Russia, China, Taiwan, and
Cape Town.
The first site will be located
at the University of Cape Town
in South Africa. Psychology
Professor Sharon Herzberger,
responsible for the University of
Cape Town program, commented on her involvement and
aims of the program.
"I suggested the University of
Cape Town because... it's a vibrant cultural experience to be
in Cape Town," explained

At the various locations, students will take courses offered
through the host institution but
the program would be supplemented with a Trinity seminar
which Dean Baker hopes will
stress "global, urban, and interdisciplinary [issues] with an emphasis
on information
technology."
As a part of "a more globally
responsive curriculum," explained Dr. Herzberger, "the
seminar will involve some community learning that gets students off campus. Students will
also be able to fulfill major
credit while over there."
Dean Baker also hopes to not
only electronically link thesites
with each other but also centrally to the Trinity campus in
Hartford. "Students would work
on an issue addressed at all of
the sites," said Dean Baker. "Foreign study can be liked back to

Trinity is on the verge of
launching a new level of education with its proposals for "global learning sites." These
facilities will consist of Trinity
sponsored programs at universities and colleges spanning the
globe.
A recently published report
by the Committee of Eight, a
faculty/academic vision group,
cited Trinity's "commitment to
the classic liberal arts education: exposing students to the
life of the mind, proclaiming the
value of pure intellectual endeavor... The rigorous pursuit of
liberal learning provides the
best and ultimately most practical, preparation for lifelong
leadership, service, and learning."
The report continued, "a liberal arts education for the
"A liberal arts education for the twenty-first
twenty- first century must educentury must educate students not only as
cate students not only as
American citizens but as citiAmerican citizens but as citizens of the
zens of the world... [therefore] the
world."
Committee of Eight Report
college should establish global
sites in key cities around the
world as a tangible marker of Herzberger. "It's in a country Trinity through the global
Trinity's worldwide reach."
undergoing rapid social trans-' websites."
Dean of Faculty Raymond formation and it's an exciting
The Cape Town program will
Baker expressed that "the vision place to observe. Students can be available to students during
has now been endorsed and will take courses in English which is the upcoming Spring Semester.
be translated into a strategic an advantage for some of our Students should make inquires
plan."
students who now choose to go through the Study Abroad Of"It is one of the most exciting to England, Scotland.orAustra- fice, More programs will beideas around for
l
international study and it will prestigious university which is
provide a lot of opportunities a Mecca for students from all
for Trinity students. I am very over the world."
excited about it... It will give
"They will be exposed to a
Trinity a distinctive profile much different culture in South
where [students can engage in] Africa than they would in those
creative innovative foreign other countries and therefore I
study," continued Dean Baker.
think it would be a more dyThe report further said that namic learning experience for
"Trinity faculty members, pri- them."

Baker indicated that this year's
freshman class will most likely
be able to fully benefit from
these plans.
The Committee report also
suggested that "for the longer
term, global sites that prove particularly successful might be
expanded.,, into Trinity campuses abroad."

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Dartmouth College President Resigns
On September 25,1997, Dartmouth College President James O. Freedrnan
announced that he will be resigning from his office in June after Commencement,
i-ieedinan cilcdlhe heavy toll that his position has placed on his personal and
riU'lkvlual life as the motivation for his resignation. I'reedman was inaugurated as
the 15th President of Dartmouth in July 1987. In 1994, he was diagnosed with nonliodgkiri's iymphoma and subsequently underwent an operation Lo remove the tumor
and six monthe* of chemotherapy. Freeman has characterised his health as being
much improved and only being a minor component in hii decision to step down from
his office. l-rec-dman will con tmue to reside In Hanover, NH, and will remain a
member of Dartmouth's faculty.
Sharon Yee, uwire, 9/28/1997

Proposition 209 Comes Under Fire At UCLA
Recently, a panel of professors converged on the quad of UCLA Law School lo address
a new measure amended to the- California Constitution. This "teach-in" occurred on
Wednesday September 24.1997 and addressed the implementation of Proposition 209 into
the-school system. This piece ut legislation, which was amended to California's
Constitution on August 28,199", lias been the .souice of a tremendous amount of
controversy. Some of the negative reactions lo this measure stems from the lack of
c lari ry in the wording of this proposi tion. Howvvor, others are mote concerned about the
possible negative affects on ek-menlaty schools that this amendment could have.
Proposition 209 could eliminate bilingual education programs in these educational
institutions if clas* j lonrain students of only one raw oi ethnicity. The panel that met at
UCLA Law •sought to explain Ihis new legislation and its implications as well as to offer
theii protest to this new measure.
Charles Uavant. uwire, 9/28/1997

Bof Struck Bw Car On Summit SI
A fourteen-year-old boy was struck by a car adjacent
to the President's house on Summit Street on Saturday
night at approximately 8:45pm. Campus Safety, TCERT,
and Hartford Police responded immediately and the boy,
the younger brother of a member of the class of 2001, was
taken to the Connecticut Children's Hospital where he
currently remains in the Intensive Care Unit. Director of
Campus Safety Brian Kelly explained that the boy was
with his parents when he exited their vehicle and was
struck while attempting to cross the street. Hartford
Police will not file charges against the driver of the car, a
Trinity employee, as neither "alcohol nor speed" were
involved in the accident.

Astute Employees Foils Thieves
A Trinity employee notified Campus Safety after
noticing two juveniles attempting to steal a bicycle near
MCEC at noon on Sunday. Campus Safety apprehended
both suspects and found a "vice grip" on one which is
used to cut through Kryptonite Locks.
Both juveniles were ordered to leave the campus and
were returned to their parents by Campus Safety officers.
The Hartford Police Department was not involved.

Reach Out And Touch Someone
"Car phones continue to be the rage," explained Brian
Kelly as two vehicles, both belonging to parents, both had
their passenger windows smashed and car phones stolen.
Both vehicles were Infinity Q45s. Both incidents occurred
during the day, the first outside St. Anthony's Hall on
Saturday and the second outside Anadama on Sunday.
Despite the similarity of these events, Kelly admits that he
is unsure of whether these two events were linked. There
are no suspects at this time.
. '

At least four students were involved in a physical
confrontation outside the AD House at about 3:30am on
Saturday. Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly indicated
that "several members of the Fire Society were assaulted
by several students believed to have been graduates of the
college last year... who were members of another
fraternity." Kelly believes that the fight was instigated by
the graduates and is currently working in conjunction
with the Dean of Students Office to contact them. Kelly
also suspects that the current Trinity students will be in
touch with the Hartford Police Department who will
investigate the matter further.

Underage Students Sustain
Alcohol Related Injuries
Three people had to be taken to Hartford Hospital
around 2:00am on Sunday following the party at Vernon
Place. "They were treated for an ankle injury, a hand
injury, and cuts and bruises and released to their parents,"
explained Brian Kelly. Kelly believed that alcohol was a
factor in this incident Two of the injured were Trinity
students and the other was visiting from off campus.
Although all of those involved were underage, "they had
valid hand stamps so our primary question is again who is
checking identification at the front door," said Kelly.

Comprehensive Shuttle Service
Campus Safety has organized a new shuttle service to
complement existing services which will take students
back and forth at least to the Bus and Train Stations. An
extra person has been hired to provide this service from
Friday afternoon throughout the weekend. "We will
always do our best to get you back and forth to a mode of
public transportation," explained Brian Kelly. "Just call
campus safety and we'll get you there." Campus Safety
will not, however, take students to and from the airport.
There are several other shuttles to transport students
around the area. There is the Hudson Street Shuttle, the
On Campus Shuttle which circles the campus, an Off
Campus Shuttle which takes students anywhere within a
ten block radius of the campus, an Internship Shuttle, a
Social Shuttle run by SGA, and the new service to the
Train and Bus Stations.

irwtcn and vvmptlrd by
'I'inuilhv Shtovrr
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Evolution Of Identity
Through Body Image

continued from page one
partly the result of the higher
freedom and larger number of
options available to girls today.
In addition, Brumberg said that
girls today are under more pressure, both biological and cultural, that makes it difficult to
grow up.
Brumberg also showed various slides of the images that
girls have had to follow and deal
with since the 19th century.
Brumberg described how the
discussion of menstruation has
improved immensely from
since . the 19th century.
Brumberg pointed out that
women no longer have to make
their own sanitary protection;
since the late 1920s a sanitary
product industry has developed
and boomed.
Until the 20th century, "self
scrutiny was not part of femininity." In fact, Brumberg
pointed out that the compact
mirror was not acceptable until the 1920s. Consequently, the
20th century marks "the movement to perfectibility of the
human body," said Brumberg.
To obtain this perfection, people
can now have plastic surgery,
liposuctions and dental work.
In addition, 20th century girls
also "shave underarm hair, leg
hair, and hide body odor" in this
effort..
In addition, she also described the ideals for the perfect
body have changed throughout

history. In the 1890s it was important to have long hair and a
small waist. In the 1920s, the
perfect body consisted of "a flat
chest and lean legs while large
breasts become important until the 1950s," said Brumberg.
Brumberg went on to say that
in the 1960s girls discovered
"thunder thighs" while "bikini
lines, shoulders and body piercing" have become important in
the 1990s.
Brumberg ended her lecture
by saying that the body has become an internal psychological
problem. The human body has
become demystified and as
such, has increased the capacity
for self scrutiny by girls. "Girls
who don't feel good about themselves succumb to male flattery
and can fall into patterns of violence," said Brumberg.
As students and faculty left
the event there was a general
feeling that everyone enjoyed
the lecture. Ally Hurder '98
said, "Its important to claim the
development of women as a history." Tamara Leskowicc '98
"thought it was really cool that
someone has documented the
ties between diaries and ads.
Her research shows that all
women share a collective experience (about adolescence)."
Kristin Koch '98 thought that
it was "really great that she
came. I enjoyed hearing how
she tied the trends of today with
trends of the past."

Office Revamped
continued from page one
table set up with lemonade and
cookies that students were able
to stop by along the long walk
during the first week of classes,
a presentation to parents and
students this past weekend entitled 'What's New at Career Ser-

vices,' and a new commitment
to letting students know where
the office is located.
Hegge acknowledges the
beauty of the Long Walk architecture, especially where the
office lies in Seabury, however;
it does not make for having a
large, garish sign screaming:
"Career Counseling Here!" Consequently, many students are
unaware as to where the office
even sits on campus. The office
staff is not adverse to making a
visit to the local student hangouts, such as The View and The
Tap to make themselves known.
Career Counseling realizes
that if it is going to work so hard
to bring students through the
doors, it must have varied and
numerous opportunities to offer. "We are through with workshops," announces Hegge to the
campus. "They are boring and
generate poor turnouts." She
instead wants to implement a
far more one-on-one approach,
working with each student and
his or her specific goals individually. Of course, the staff is
still ready to address resume
and cover letter issues, but will
do so on a far more individual
basis. The focus of the office
will turn to setting up a strong
network of leads for job and internship opportunities in all
fields around the country.
The Trinity Alumni are the
main resource to which the office will look for these opportunities. Hegge feels very strongly

college
like Trinity has a wonderful
sense of "taking care of its own,"
meaning that Trinity alumni
will look to hire or recommend
Trinity students, knowing the
kind of skills that they will have
upon graduation. She points
out that the college has alumni
employed all over the country,
as well as the world, and that
each one of them has the potential to assist in networking.
Plans for getting not only
alumni, but their families and
other members of the Trinity
community at large include
bringing alumni from specific
fields in to speak to students
and setting up a phone-a-thon,
where, instead of funds, each
caller requests potential leads
on employment opportunities
for students.
As far as student reaction to
the "new and improved" Career
Services office, they are, for the
most part, quite enthusiastic.
Dana Proyect 98' says of her experience with the office, "Career
Counseling is an important resource that Trinity has to offer.
The new director, Lana Hagge,
is very knowledgable. And, if
she doesn't have an answer to a
question she will go out of her
way to find it out."
The staff of Career Counseling knows that it may take some
time to turn their image of a resume and interviewing quicktip workshop around, but they
are committed to becoming a
strong resource for the Trinity
students to feel confident in using. They feel that Career Services has something to offer for
every student, and invite each
one to come and see what can
be in store for their, gainfully
employed, future.

international Hews
Iranian Ballistic Missiles Could Threaten Israel
Iran is reported to be on the verge of having the capability to launch ballistic missiles
that can strike any part of Israel, according to the Israeli Defense Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai. "Iran is on the verge of achieving capability of producing long-range missiles
that have strategic dangers to Israel as well as to American interests in the region,"
explained Mordechai. News sources report that there is speculation that Israel "might
choose to launch a pre-emptive strike similar to that unleashed against the Iraqi Osirak "
nuclear reactor in 1981." Mr Mordechai revealed that, at Iran's current pace of
development, Tehran would be able to manufacture missiles that could hit Israel, the Gulf
states, Asia and parts of Europe by 1999.
The Times, London September 29,1997
Atlantis Successfully Docks With Mir
The US space shuttle Atlantis successfully docked with the Mir space station on
Saturday in a mission to deliver essential supplies and a new crewmember. Travelling at
17,000 miles per hour 245 miles above Central Asia, the docking was executed without
fault. Following a collision last June which has caused continuous problems for the aging
space station, the feasibility of continuing to support Mir has been questioned. Atlantis is
delivering a new computer, experiments, drinking water, air, and other repair gear to fix
the damage from the collision. Also, Astronaut David Wolf will join the Mir crew to
replace Michael Foale who will return with Atlantis on Friday. Mission controllers hope
that Wolf and the Russian cosmonauts on board can resume their scientific studies once
the essential repairs have taken place.
The Times, London September 29,1997
Indonesian Airbus Crashes In Heavy Smoke
234 people died on Friday when a Garuda Indonesia A300 Airbus crashed into a hill
plantation in northern Sumatra in heavy smoke and haze. Rescuers have only been able to
identify 59 of the deadso far and are still searching for the aircraft's flight data recorders
which will shed light on the cause of the accident. Reuters News reported that "bush fires
mainly in Sumatra and Kalimantan on the Indonesian portion of Borneo Island have sent
a choking, health-threatening smog over neighboring Singapore, Malaysia and Brunei and
as far as Thailand and the Philippines in what experts have called an environmental
disaster. Residents said visibility had been cut to a few meters." Journalists said the
relatives seemed to accept the tragedy as an act of God. None snowed any inclination to
sue the government or airline. Among the victims were a couple from Italy, two Britons,
six Japanese, four Germans, a Belgian, and two Americans.
Reuters September 29, 1997

HeifBi, ..

lews
Microbe Problematic For Mid-Atlantic
The microbe Pfiesteria piscicda has been identified in the water and is translating
into serious economic loses in the Mid-Atlantic region. This microbe produces red skin
lesions on fish and has been linked to the death of millions of menhaden in Mid-Atlantic
waters. Scientists have stressed that this microbe does not pose any threat to fish-eating
consumers, due to the fact that the fish it is affecting are not harvested for human
consumption. Scientific studies have found that this organism can cause respiratory
difficulties, memory loss, skin irritations, and learning impairments in humans that were
exposed to contaminated waters. Yet, no connection has been found linking the .
,.,;.
consumption of infected fish with the development.of these symptoms.
,'- *
Despite the minimal risk to humans, seafood sales in some Mid-Atlantic states have
plummeted due to the presence of this microbe in waterways at the southern end of the
Chesapeake Bay. Seafood sales in Virginia are down 30 to 50 percent and Maryland
officials claim that seafood sales in their state are down by as much as 75 percent. In
response, Governor Glendening has begun a public relations campaign to offset the
growing public hysteria.
Schools Victimized by Financial Advisor
Seventy-five school districts across the state of Pennsylvania recently learned that
they have lost over $70 million that they had invested. This sum was part of an
investment of $233 million which the schools had invested with Devon Capital
Management, which was run by John Gardner Black. It appears that Black lost the
money through a series of bad investments, big trading losses, and the use of school funds
to pay off his own expenses. The school districts are currently in the process of trying torecover some of their funds through the judiciary system. However, the amount of money
that the districts will be able to recoup is unclear.
Negligence admitted in Rhode Island Oil Spill
Eklof Marine Corporation of Staten Island has admitted to criminal negligence
involving an oil spill that occurred off the coast of Rhode Island in January 1996. This
spill emptied 828,000 gallons of home heating oil into the ocean. The incident occurred
after winter storm warnings were ignored as well as due to the barge and tug not being
properly equipped in order to successfully navigate turbulent winter waters. As a result of
the settlement, the owners of the tanker have agreed to pay $ 7 million in fines. However,
this plea agreement still must be reviewed and approved by the company, its President,
two affiliates, and the Federal and state courts.
Information compiled from New York Times 9/27/97
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Marriott Working Out Glitches In New Meal Plans
BY JENNIFER ANTONIAZZI

News Editor

This year Trinity students were
greeted by changes in their dining options upon their return to campus.
Many of these new additions to Marriot
dining are the result of several focus
group meetings with students last year
in which an adjusted meal plan "was designed by and for students." These new
additions to student dining options
range from new meal plans to adjusted
meal times.
An example of the one of the changes
instituted through a dialogue with students is the new Flex Plans. These customized dining options were "designed
by Trinity students to address the specific needs of the Trinity Community."
They include no restrictions on transfer
hours, a five dollar transfer amount, may
be used up to three times at once or any
time day or night, and they allow students to use one of their three meals in
order to bring a friend or family member to dine with them.
In addition, these Super Flex plans include a feature called "Flex Dollars"
which according to your plan acts like
cash so that if you go over your transfer
amount you do not have to pay your expenses out of your own pocket. The
amount of f lex dollars differs depending
on which plan you have: the lOsuper flex
plan has $250.00 in flex dollars; 14 super flex plan has $150.00; and the 19 super flex plan has $25.
"I like the fact that the Super Flex plan
allows you to miss a meal without having to actually lose it. These new plans
are an improvement over the ones offered last year because they give you a lot
more flexibility in the times that you can

eat," said Carolyn French '98. Another they want to eat. Consequently, the lines
senior commented that, "It is nice to be will hopefully move more quickly and
able to bring a friend todinner as a guest we are able to cut down on the amount
instead of as a paying customer."
of food wasted as students have more
Also, student input has resulted in a control over the size of their portions,"
change in dining hours. Originally, said Jon Small.
breakfast consisted of hot food from 7:30
Of the changes in the Cave Small
AM - 9:30 AM and then a continental Elizabeth Garypie '99 said, "The new
breakfast followed from 9:30 AM to pizza counter in the Cave is a great asset.
lunch. Now this schedule has been The pizza is fresher, hotter, and is prechanged, as a result of student feedback, sented in a much more appetizing manand continental fare is served with hot ner." However, she went on to have more
food following from 8:30 to lunch.
of a negative outlook when it came to the
"However, some students, specifically self-service station in Mather.
those taking 8:30 AM classes, were unSmall explained that Marriott took the
satisfied completely by these new hours students' ideas and designed the current

It [food service] will always be customer driven. In this
case that means that students will always have a say in
the way it is run.
-Jon Small
because they were unable to eat a hot
breakfast. Consequently, we are instituting new hours effective on Monday September 29th in which hot food will be
served from 8:00 AM to 10:30 AM and a
continental breakfast will be offered
from 7:30 AM to 8:00 AM," said Food Service Director Jon Small. He went on to
add that as a result of these new times
two hundred more students will be
served a hot breakfast.
In addition, the structure of food service in Mather and the Cave has been altered. Specifically, the main entree
station is now self-service, in Mather
and the Cave now contains a new beverage and pizza serving stations. "The
whole room [Mather's Crossroads Cafe]
has been self-service for a while except
for those two lines. By changing the
main course stations to self-service students can take only what and how much

food service system specifically for Trinity College. Roth Systems, the company
that designed the computer program for
Marriott, is currently in the process of
working out the glitches in this new system. One "glitch" involved the new cash
registers in the Cave. During the first few
weeks of school the machines were accepting anyone with an I.D., the registers were not recognizing the differences
between meal plans or even the a valid
and non-valid card. This problem was
problem was resolved by Roth Systems
by September 13.
However, a new "glitch" involving
some students on the Super Flex meal
plans has since made an appearance. It
seems the registers were not recognizing
the difference between a meal and a
transaction. Jeremiah Blank '99 said,"
On the computer when they did an inquiry it said I had meals left but when

they put my card through it said I had
none left."
Small explained that," Some students
were going over on<&eir meal plans and
instead of the extra cost being subtracted
from their flex dollars, the computer was
registering the surplus as another meal.
By the end of the week people were coming to us and saying that they were out
of meals. We realized on Tuesday [9/23/
1997] due to the volume of students coming to us that he had a problem with the
system rather than students using up
their meals without realizing it." He
went on to say that Roth Systems said
that they would have the problem corrected by Monday, September 29.
"I am just pretty much confused about
how these new plans work and I was
pretty angry last week when I realized
that I had lost meals due to a computer
malfunction," said James Griffith '99
about his experiences.
"It is nice to see them [Marriott] trying
to make an effort at improving the food
service here unfortunately they have not
been that successful yet," said Jeremy
Rosenberg '99, another student who lost
meals due to the glitch in the system.
"I think that what the students designed was a good thing in concept and
we are looking forward to see it [the system] work well for a full week," said
Small.
"I like the new Super Flex meal plans
and I think that the new self-serving
lines for the main course in Mather are a
good idea. However, I think that the food
quality itself is still lacking," commented
Sylvester Chen '98.
When asked about his predictions for
food service in the future, Small replied,
"It will always be customer driven. In
this case that means that students will
, always have a say in the way it is run."
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TRINITY
PACKAGE
STORE
219 New Britain Ave.
•;
860.547.0263

Wine -Liquors
Champagne
Imported^
Domestic
Beer
Kegs On Request
Beer Balls
Lotto
POSITIVE ID. REQ.
VISA/MC/AMEX/DISCOVER

Aids Quilt To Visit Trinity
Bv RENAY SMALLCOMB

News Writer

A general information meeting was
held Thursday September 13 to plan for
the arrival of the world-famous AIDS
Quilt.. Expected to arrive in spring of
1998, the AIDS Quilt will be displayed in
the Ferris Athletic Center. Aided by
groups such as the Community for Positive Action Coalition, proceeds will be
donated to the Living Center, an establishment which supports people with
AIDS and HIV.
The quilt was started in 1986 by gay
activist CleveJones in San Francisco, CA.
Seeking a way to express his feelings for
friends he had lost as well as to raise
awareness of AIDS, he created a panel.
In a relatively short period of time, what
had started as one panel became a quilt
consisting of over 45,000 panels. The
quilt was first displayed in its entirety on
the Washington D.C. Mall ten years ago.
Joe Barber, the advisor of the committee responsible for.bringing the quilt to
Trinity, says, "It's exciting to finally have
the quilt arrive here. This is a project a
couple years in the making; we have
tried to get it in the past, but it just never
happened. It's a great way to raise awareness within the Trinity community and
support an organization such as the Living Center."
.
He also adds, "This project demands
a lot of commitment from those involved, but it is a truly rewarding and
amazing experience. No faculty are involved yet, but hopefully that will
change. The school has been very cooperative providing the site to display the
quilt."
Mike Wilson '99, a student coordinator for the project, states "the purpose is
to raise awareness of AIDS and HIV.
People don't realize the highest incidents

of transmission are among heterosexuals between 14 and 22. We want to wake
people up to the fact they are not invulnerable."
Anhoni Patel '98, states, "We've been
working three years to get the quilt. Now
that it's coming, it's a great accomplishment , one of the most important events
in Trinity's history. I've seen the whole
quilt on the Washington Lawn, and it
was amazing. When people talk about
AIDS, they talk about statistics and how
not to get it. This quilt was made by
family and friends of those affected by
AIDS; it makes you realize that regular
people do die of AIDS. The saddest thing
in the world is a panel made for a little
baby. It humanizes the disease. I really
hope people come to see it. It changes
the way you view AIDS and life."
Nicole Cocchiaro '98, says," It's a great
thing. It will bring awareness, and 1 really hope it will be well accepted."
Harmony Hansen '01, says, "It is a
wonderful living memorial to those who
fought and lived with AIDS. It's an honor
for Trinity to receive the quilt, and I hope
the community appreciates it." .
Alissa Roedder '01, states, "It just really
touches you, seeing all the effort people
have put into creating something to
commemorate their loved ones."
Leslie Greene'98 comments that,
"The most important.thing about bring. ing the AIDS Quilt to Trinity is that in
light in all the miracle drugs that are saving HIV positive people, the public forgets that AIDS kills people everyday.
Only people with insurance and money
can afford the miracle drugs, and people
who can't, women and minorities, are
still dying."
Leslie Lax, '99, adds: "It's important
that it's coming to Trinity and it will be
an eye-opener for a lot of people. I believe it will be well accepted by the community."
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Parents Weekend Exposes Student Life At Trinity
BY D A N BERMAN

News Writer

Trinity opened its doors this past
weekend to parents, siblings and even
the occasional house pet for Parents'
Weekend, the annual opportunity for
Trinity students to show off their talent
and achievements to the people who foot
the bill.
Beginning Friday, September 26, relatives of students arrived by the carloads,
overflowing the parking lots and crowding already cramped dorm rooms. And
they didn't come empty-handed either,
parents were spotted bringing computers, television sets and any other essential items students forgot at the
beginning of the term. This includes the
family dog, many of which were seen
happily strutting along with their longsince-left-home playmates and chasing
after sticks, frisbees and fire hydrants.
The weekend was also a prime time for
students to escape the shackles of the

Sharnoff '00 of the Men's Tennis team.
Dave Osowa '01 was one of many who
accompanied their parents to the football game against Williams and exclaimed, "(My parents) were pretty
impressed about the crowd at the football game and the spirit around campus.
"It was the ideal campus atmosphere."
In the evening was the Candlelight
Folk Festival, featuring three of the four
student a capella groups.
After Dark, prohibited from performing during Parents' Weekend due to hazing of new members on September 7,
was recognized during the show by
members of the other groups.
After Dark's absence was the only
blemish on what was a great performance by the Accidentals, Trinitones
and The Trinity Pipes.
Performing at his first Parents' Weekend, Devin Goodman '01 of the
Accidentals said, "I thought the candlelight vigil was a great forum which the
a capella groups, in particular the new
members, could show off all they

Family members of all ages are welcomed

••I
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The weekend was also a prime time for students to escape
the shackles of the campus and give parents' credit cards
a workout on shopping sprees and fine restaurants.

\

campus and give parents' credit cards a
workout on shopping sprees and fine restaurants.
"It was nice to get a few good meals out
of my parents," said Steve Henshall '01.
Echoing that statement, Cassi Hallam '01
happily exclaimed, "(My parents)
bought me a lot of stuff... they saved me
from Mather food for a weekend."
"I worked registration fo the weekend
so I think that 1 got to meet almost parpet that came. Everyone was wonderfully friendly, enthusiastic, and full of
questions about the weekend's happenings," said Elizabeth Rohfritch '99.
Back on campus, Saturday, September
27 was a day for performances as six
sports teams were in action, as well as the
traditional a capella concerts. Large
crowds were on hand for Women's Field
Hockey, Men's and Women's Soccer,
Women's Tennis, the Women's Volleyball
Tournament and the afternoon football
game.
"(Parent's Weekend) is a beautiful
weekend where kids can share the experience with their parents," said Matt

worked for in the past month."
The previous night featured the band
New Brown Hat, including keyboardist
Craig Wertz '93, bassist Fell Herdeg '93
as well as vocalist Julie Pruiner, guitarist
Frank Kovac and drummer Kyle Young,
performing on the quad.
Organized by the Alumni Department, Parents' Weekend featured a full
schedule of events for parents and students. On Friday, several departments

§;
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The Trinity Bantam welcomes a future Trinity Student at
the traditional Parent's Weekend football game.

y
Also offered were various panel discussions with faculty. These included
"The First-Year Seminar Program" with
Dean David Winer and Program Director Professor David Reuman, technological innovations in the classroom led by
Dean of Faculty Raymond Baker and the
enhanced use of the resources of the
Hartford area, dealing with programs
such as the Urban Curricular Initiative,
the Cities Program, community learning,
internships, and CityTerm. Parents were
also givena bus tour of the Hartford area
and sights wherein. Saturday discus-

Are All Greek Societies
Really Coeducational?
continued from page one
ous members of other fraternities declined to comment on this matter, expressing the fear that they will
unnecessarily attract attention to their
society. Yet many of them confirmed
Professor Chatfield's accusation of the
existence of umbrella organizations and
the continued presence of national
single-sex Greek organizations.

i
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sions included the"new" Career Services
and Trinity's efforts to revitalize the surrounding neighborhoods.
Also on Saturday was the Question
and Answer session with College President Evan Dobelle. President Dobelle
fielded questions from parents regarding
several issues, most notably campus
safety, mentioning that a big problem is
that cars parked on the perimeter of
campus get broken into.
President Dobelle also addressed a
parent's concerns about Trinity's dubious
ranking as the number five party school
in the nation, stating that when he saw
the top ten schools and the bottom ten

schools, he preferred being in the company of the top ten. Parents in the room
were impressed by President Dobelle's
candor as well as the accessibility of faculty on campus.
Parent's Weekend was an overall success, with more than 1,000 students and
parents eating at the Saturday Buffet
Luncheon on the Quad, according to
Eugenie Devine of the Alumni Department.
"Parents seemed very pleased with the
array of programs as wellas the opportunity to interact with the administration from a number of departments and
many faculty members," Devine said.

Owen Tripp '01 stated that "the fraternities seem to operate fine now and are a
major source of the social life on campus.
I think the faculty should leave them
alone."
Observers have noticed some change
on Vernon Street, but there is a difference
of thinking as to how much things have
actually changed. Jeff Harris '98 has noticed little difference in the frat scene,

the coed mandate is'like taking away pockets to solve a
pick-pocketing problem . . . [there could have been a]
more constructive way to solve the problems [with the
Creeks]."
-John Roy'98
Students have historically supported
the Greek organizations on campus and
their right to determine their own membership. While people have adapted to
the new system, and some even feel that
it was a positive change for Trinity, no
one could be found who hoped for increased pressure to integrate further.

saying "in name things are different, but
in reality it's still the same,"
The only universally accepted view of
the current system is thatit is ineffectual
and unproductive. Clearly after this report, the administration will have to decide which direction they wish to take
on the future of Greek organizations.
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INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
232 Buy State Road
Boston, MA 02215
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Breto's Welcomes Back Trinity Students And Wishes Them A
Successful Year!

BRETO'S

24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860)278-4334 (860)278-4527

Pizzas
Small (12")
$ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

Topping ....$ .50
Sides & Salads
Topping ....$1.00 Maricoppi Bread

Toppings
Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Fine Food

T o p p i n g .. . $ 2 . 5 0

^ ^ S loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.

Onions
Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Chef Salad
Greek Salad
Tuna Salad.
Antipasto
Tossed Salad

Specialty Pizzas
S
L Sheet
Red Veggie Design...... $8.50 /13.00 /23.00

BLT
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami
Pepperoni
Tuna
Ham & Cheese
Sausage
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef
: . ..
Turkey
Veal
Turkey & Bacon
Chicken Parmigiana
,
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
,...
Gyro
GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

White Veggie D e s i g n . . . . $8.50/13.00 /23.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

$10.00/15.00 /29.50

Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with -plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

Max's Preferred

$8.50 /13.00 / 23.00

Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the Heart

$8.00 /12.00 / 23.00

Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream) tortilla "
and mozzarella cheese.

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza

$10.00 / 13.50

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

Specialties
Spaghetti w/meatball, sausage, shrimp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.50
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
.$7.50
Ravioli
;....;
$6.50
Stuffed Shells.
..$6.50
Manicotti,
$6.50
Lasagna
$7.50
Chicken Parmesan.
$7.50
Calzone
.$6.00
Fettuccine Alfredo..
$6.95
Garden Pasta.
$6.95
Beef and Peppers
$7.50
Steakona Stick
...
. . .$7.50
I"
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$6.00
$ 6.00
$6.00
$ 6.00
$4.00
Subs & Grinders

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc.
:

Cajun Shrimp Pie

$ 3.50

ar e

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

$8.00 Plenty for two!

Seafood And Chicken
Pasta Monterey.
Max's Pasta Alexandria
Shrimp and Scallop Scampi.
Shrimp on a stick.
Cajun Barbecued Shrimp
Linguine Mediterranean
Oriental Chicken Mazen
Blackened Chicken

.$7.95
$7.95
$8.50
$7.50
$7.95
. .$6.95
$7.50
$7.50

1

2 Large Pizzas
Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15 tax incl.
278-4334

a
a
a
a
a

Large Pizza

Small Pizza

Any Calzone

Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter soda*
Only $10 tax incl.
278-4334

Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda
Only $7 tax incl.
278-4334

Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

1

Gyro
1 can soda + bag chips
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

Buy Large Pizza
with Cheese
Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334

f"
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F R E E can soda
& Garlic Bread

with Any Salad
•

2 Whole Grinders
Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334

278-4334

Call in Your Order -- Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. -- Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Bar-Hopping And A
Side Order Of Fries

Sister Ravena lass
Reabs tl?e Tarot Miniscule
Wyat's in t^e cards for you t f e we
SCORPIO
Jk>
OCT23-NOV21
What's this? Do 1 see a committed
long-lasting relationship in your future? The Four of Rods is aligned with
Strength. These cards tell me that right
now you're looking for something more
than an extended hook up. Keep in
mind, sweet Scorpio, that love is a giveand-take process-the Emperor crossed
in this suit indicates that you're inclined to be a little bit bitchy and authoritarian this week when dealing
with your significant other.

^:-mJJ

Who's been backstabbing you? The
Five of Swords whispers to me of imminent betrayal by someone you trust.
Watch yourself this week, Sag, because
if you can nip any vicious gossip in the
bud your situation will be much improved. The Sun (joy) is balanced with
Death (change) in your suit. Perhaps
it's time to cool off a certain "friendship" and put your needs first this
week.

j]

TAURUS
A P R 2 O - M A Y 20

GE-MINI
MAY 21 -XIN20

1

As Jagger once put it, "You can't always get what you want." Oh, Gemini,
this is certainly true for you this week.
The Nine of Cups Reversed is telling
me that you're having a lot of trouble
even getting what you need. To make
things worse, the Page of Pentacles indicates that-you're going to get some
fiscal tidings this week—I hope you're
not in trouble with, the financial aid
department.

fitf*
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CAPRICORN
CANCER
DELC22-JAN I?
The Four of Pentacles reversed says
The Ten of Rods and the Chariot in
your suit are telling me that you're you've been avoiding these uncomfortspending too much time worrying able confrontations in lieu of watchabout the work you ought to be doing ing Melrose Place. The Queen of
while you're out having a much- Swords is smiling upon you. This card
needed party break this week. Stop coupled to the Six of Rods indicates a
that! Render unto Caesar what is triumph of your personality over adCaesar's and so forth. The Five of Cups verse forces. Use these powerful enerReversed tells me you should go to at gies when interacting with two people
least 'two parties frifs weeW arid onlf ' wWb ISAmfda'te ' y b t ^ t &MSWke
have fun while you're there. You can out like Amanda this week if you're
lucky.
procrastinate later.

Lxo

AQUARIUS
JAN 20 - rn.51 s

JUL23-AUG22

The lead card in your suit, the Eight
of Swords, commonly depicts a person
blindfolded and bound to a stake, surrounded by eight swords. You might
be playing kinky bondage games, but
my bet is that your sense of imprisonment comes from a less than felicitous
source. Don't worry—the Knight of
Swords is coming to rescue you with
the force of assertive action behind
him. The Devil's card waits for the outcome. Will you fall to the temptation
of masochism, or will you act?

You, Leo, are stuck in a rut. The
Knight of Pentacles Reversed tells me
you've been spending too much time
studying for the LSAT, MCAT, and other
four-letter tests. The Eight of Cups
(withdrawal) proves conclusively that
you've been a real hermit lately. Do
yourself a favor, Leo. Take a shower and
get out of your room. The only way to
escape the apathy of the Four of Cups
is a well-deserved study break. Some
social interaction can only heighten
your intellectual energies.

TlSCLlS
I?-MAR 2O

Do you still feel like your mum and
dad are looking over your shoulder?
The Hierophant tells me that this
morning you woke up in a cold sweat,
after having nightmares about curfew
and angry parental units. Relax! Temperance Reversed indicates that your
panic is false. The Two of Cups crossed
with this card is giving you the green
light on resuming your lifestyle of debauchery. Listen to me, Pisces. The
only way your parents are going to find
out your secret identity is if you tell.

ARIE.S
MAR21 -APR
Mysterious currents are. directing
you right now. The Moon is holding
sway over your expressive power this
week. The beautiful angst you are receiving from the Three of Swords is
tempered with the creative flow bestowed by the Three of Rods. This
would be a good time for you to write,
paint, sculpt, draw, sing, or daydream,
preferably by moonlight. This is a very
auspicious conjunction of cards, Aries.
Don't waste it.
.,.
,

but we decided to just sit on the pleather
make-out couch and drink. Amanda
AND A M A N D A TUCKER
had a Corona with lime and Fred had a
Features Writers
Belgium White Ale. The bartender was
rude about the receipt and we left the bar
We can't lie. We knew each other from before we finished our beers. Amanda's
the hellish American Studies Junior reaction: "There were guys prettier and
seminar. So technically it wasn't a blind better dressed in there than me." Fred's
date. But we did find that the date began reaction: "I think Ijust saw Dennis Rodwith a certain Love Connection feel to it. man."
We then headed down to the Pig's Eye
Fred: "I picked Amanda up around
8:30 and let me tell you she looked tan- Pub, formerly Huskies. From the second
talizing!! Immediately mesmerized by we walked in, we knew we had found a
her quick wit and good looks, 1 found the great bar. The bartender, Todd, was both
extremely friendly and entertaining.
date to already be a success."
Amanda: "I was immediately im- Pool tables, the always present golf game,
pressed by Fred's southern charm as he and a nice make-out couch were all inopened car and restaurant doors with- cluded. We befriended the owner, Billy,
out even thinking. Immediately mes- and he treated us to two Pig's Eye Pub's
merized by his quick wit and good looks specials: "The Bat Shot" and "The Skittle
I found the date to already be a success." Shot." We split a glass of Devil's MounBY FRED SCHONENBERG

How's your financial situation this
week, Taurus? This is a good time to
iron out any money troubles you may
have. The Three of Pentacles is blessing you with unusual financial leeway,
crossed by the World, which gives you
a good synthesis of both your spiritual
and your temporal life. But get readythese cards are countered by the Tower,
the avatar of cataclysmic change. You
can weather the storm if you are prepared.
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Watch and wait should be your
motto for the week. The Nine of Rods
tells me that opportunity seems to be
knocking a hole through your door.
Bully for you. Right now, it might be a
good idea to think about your future
and to ask for advice on which options
might serve you best. The Hermit indicates that you might want to take
your questions to a professor you trust.
The High Priestess in this suit indicates
that sound advice might be offered by
your mother or a close female friend.

LIBRA

f

SETT 25-OCT. 2.Z J L
Have you felt lately like your life is
one big exercise ,in suspense? Well
cheer up, Libra, because the Hanged
Man is Reversed in your suit this week
opposed by the Five of Rods Reversed.
Now that you've successfully negotiated Parents Weekend, the rest of the
week should be clear sailing. Sit back
and enjoy these last days of green
leaves and sunshine--the Fool crosses
these two cards and indicates refreshment and renewed innocence.

Fred and Amanda after a Blind Date dream come true.

v, We had originally intended to go to
$ e ©rout Brook .Brewery but arrived after the kitchen had already dosed. We
soon realized that all of the kitchens in
Hartford had already closed, so we had
to go to plan B, BAR HOPPING and
McDonalds. In order to be scientific and
since we are both 21, we decided to go to
5 different bars (only one McDonalds
though).
We began the evening at Scarlet
O'Hara's where we were immediately
greeted by a beaten up barber's chair, bizarre atmosphere and a disgruntled bartender. The bartender was pissed off that
we had interrupted the X-Files, and
baffled when we asked for a receipt. We
decided to play pool in order to dodge the
freaks at the bar. The advertised live
band played two notes during a commercial of the X-Files and then crawled
quickly back to their stools. There were
two good things about Scarlet's, the assortment of beers oh tap and that they
did not card us. We each tried Pete
Wicked's Octoberfest as Fred dominated
Amanda in pool. Amanda's reaction:
"Man that place sucked!" Fred's reaction:
"Ha ha, I beat you in pool."
We then walked across the street to
Lord Jim's English Pub where we found
a friendly bartender and a really nice
atmosphere. She had no problem getting
us a receipt and actually carded us. The
bar was filled with pool tables and darts
and we had our first encounter with the
ever popular golf video game. Fred tried
John Courage's Amber Ale and Amanda
had Sierra Nevada Pale Ale. Amanda's
reaction: "I really enjoyed the bar even
thoughthey only had one dart." Fred's
reaction: "Is the Tripod really paying for
us to go from bar to bar???"
We strolled down to Bar With No
Name where we were slapped with a $3
cover charge on a Sunday night. After
the bouncer (or maybe bouncette)
checked our IDs, we made our way up
the Zebra skin stairs to the bar. It must
have been theme night and neither of us
were dressed appropriately. If we had
switched clothes we might have fit in,

FILE PHOTO

tain Five Malt Ale and Long Trail Harvest Ale, They offered $2.Micro-brew
specials and definitely cater to a Trinitytype crowd. If you're looking for alternative to the Tap, we've definitely found
it. Amanda's reaction: "That place was
great, I was the only girl in there and they
had pretzels."
Fred's reaction:
"mmmmhhhhh... pretzels."
We concluded our adventure at 440
Asylum where we entered uncarded and
received Murphy's Irish Stout and
Newcastle. We were immediately drawn
to the Fiintstones Pin ball machine, so we
climbed over the passed out man at the
bar and tried our best on Bam-Bam and
Dino. With a few quarters and a dream,
Framanda made it to the top 5 of every
category in the ever entertaining
Megatouch video trivia.. What the bar
lacked in excitement was made up for by
the trivia game which captivated our
attention until closing. Amanda's reaction: "I never knew 1 was so good at sex
trivia." Fred's reaction: "You're really
good at sex trivia."
We ended the night with a fabulous
dining experience at the ever sheik and
trendy McDonald's. Equipped with an
electronic drive through window, we
knew we had found the finest restaurant
in Hartford. We both ordered the; chef's
special (a.k.a. Extra Value Meal #2). The
lovely food distributor started us off
with some lightly salted potato slices,
fried ever so delicately. For the main
course we were served two whole beef
patties simmered in the finest of greases
and topped with a delicious ketchup
based sauce. To cleanse our palate we
were given the finest of carbonated beverages. Amanda's reaction: "Best damn
french fries I've ever had." Fred's reaction:
"t should have got the happy meal, that
toy raven looks like hours of fun."
Granted it was Sunday night so some
of these bars probably are better on different nights. But Trinity has taught us
to deal with adversity well. No restaurant open, go bar hopping. We had a
fabulous time and hope we can hustle
the Tripod into letting us do it again.
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Jocks, Preppies, Untouchable Females:
A Look At Cliques On Trinity's Campus
BY KOSUKE IKEDA

Features Writer

People are easily categorized in our society today. Stereotyping has become
acceptable in our society. People seem to
categorize other people and nobody
seems to mind or to stop those who are
stereotyping. Paul Fussell in his essay
"Notes on Class" comically dissects the
classes which exist in the American society. Categorizing people is not a task
which takes a great amount of effort;
cliques are unavoidable and exist here at
Trinity College.
Many readers may not believe that
there are cliques in our community and
some may still be in denial, but cliques
actually thrive on our campus. Cliques
are groups of people with similar interests (music, ethnic background, sports,
religion, status, etc.) who manage to stay
acquaintances throughout their collegiate career, and create a sort of ethnocentric attitude amongst the group
members. The cliques are invading! The
cliques are invading!
The "Jocks" are in an enormous category that is clearly present on our campus. We see them on a daily basis. Their
attitude of superiority is comical and entertaining. The jocks provide great entertainment during classes when they
are asked to answer questions or present
their homework from the night before.
They begin their answer by their patented first four words; "ahh, ahh, ahh,
ahh."
.
•
The students in the class are waiting
on the edge of their seats for the jock to

$ more )inthe¥0
writing class seem a^little
teresting than it already is. The jock's
statement is followed by. laughter from
the jock's classmates. The funny part is
the fact that the jock assumes that he has
made an amusing comment, when the
rest of the class is actually laughing at

middle class where they have some
money but not enough to purchase
Ralph Lauren clothing on a daily basis.
J. Crew is a type of clothing where the
texture is not as expensive in quality as
the other top brand name companies
(Eddie Bauer, Abercrombie & Fitch, etc.)
but has a satisfactory reputation within
a Trinity College campus.
J. Crew is a clothing company that is
highly regarded by many college students. How can a class proceed without
a J. Crew member attending it?! The J.
Crew clique, known for their ability to
dress as though, they were actually posing for the catalog, is an astonishing
group. A Trinity College student cannot
live through a day without seeing a J.
Crew item;
Students are often caught contemplating, after viewing the new catalog with
the new merchandise, the shirt or
sweater they are going to purchase before other students on campus do. Competition to purchase the shirt before your
peer is extreme and fierce. It is a must
for a student to purchase an attractive
piece of clothing before your peer does
or their is no point.
The student must also remember after picking up their merchandise from
the mail room, to carry the box with the
J. Crew sign facing the other students
surrounding them so that they can be
asked, "Hey, is that a J. Crew box? What
did you get from there?" There is no better feeling for a J. Crew clique member to
hear that question from their peers. It is
a must for a student whojust purchased
a J. Crew item to stand in front of his
peers as he discusses the value of the
merchandisei.tjh^t-)w,had recently^ purchased and speak just loud enough to
attract attention in order for other students to overhear the "J. Crew just purchased conversation."
The J. Crew cliques are more concerned about the other students noticing
their clothing than themselves. It all

various other high schools like their
own. The "untouchables" from the high
school wonder years encounter the classic case of "minuscule minnows struggling for survival in the salty Red Sea."
The "untouchables," for the first times in
their lives, encounter a female population that is greater than one hundred.
The most peculiar part of all of this is
the fact that males in college no longer
think that these girls are attractive. The
clique is placed in a pool where there are
females from fifty other states, who are
just as good-looking, if not better. Their

since the beginning of time, has been an
innate human need. A clique is a natural occurrence whereby individuals seek
out those who are compatible with
themselves. Cliques then, in many instances, are a necessity to college campuses. Why would anybody in their
correct mind surround themselves with
people they don't enjoy spending time
with?
Some students think that cliques are
annoyingand harmful to Trinity College.
When a student is annoyed at another
student, it is most likely because the two

The group is formed because they have just come to
Trinity from a small high school, probably comprised
of one hundred students or less, where girls were as
pretty as the three-headed cows thriving at Chernobyl.
egos from their high school days don't
prepare them for rejection and jeering
from the other students.
Because they are oblivious to their surroundings, however, the clique does not
seem to realize the negative attitudes
which the males have about these "untouchable" females. The success of the
clique during its high school wonder
years is weighing them down on the
popularity ladder. Drop the weight!!!
Encountering the "untouchables" is
what makes Trinity night life that much
more interesting.
Cliques are inevitable and at large on
the Trinity campus. They provide a
sense of security because individuals
surround themselves with those who
share common ideas and feelings, which,

students are from two different cliques
and are in disagreement, A classic case
is the difference of opinion between two
cliques. The intriguing part of all of this
is that there isn't a student on campus
that is not part of one clique or another.
Who has ever heard of a school without
cliques? It would be a unique experience
to go to a school without them. Where
would you belong?

The opinions expressed in this article
are not necessarily those of the Tripod or
its Staff. Any comments or questions
should be directed to the Tripod Office at
x2581, or drop a line in the mail to campus box #702582.
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...the jock assumes that he has made an amusing
comment, when the rest of the class is actually laughing
at him because he is a few brain cells short of a six9. Largest collection ever assembled of those
pack.
cheesy fake books they put in furniture stores
him because he is a few brain cells short
of a six-pack.
Their display on the athletic fields are
amazing, but the jocks have to realize
that when their season is over, those endearing fans who supported them
throughout the season are off to the next
sport and couldn't care less about them.
On the other hand, the jocks are very,
good at pretending that their season has
not come to a conclusion and complaining that their fans have Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) and are not giving
them enough attention at campus parties. The jocks cannot buy a clue. The
enjoyment of watching the jocks make a
mockery of themselves is beyond humor
and to comprehend their mentality is as
simple as baby-sitting a sixteen year old
juvenile. Exactly.
Just be careful when attempting to interact with one of the jocks because there
is a great possibility of them misunderstand ing you. You wouldn't enjoy discovering the consequences after a jock has
misinterpreted your educational comment. The jock's simple and less than
intelligent mind cannot comprehend a
simple comment and the jock might take
a violent action towards you because of .
your statement. "Isn't your season over?"
"Ahh, ahh, you don't mean that my season is really over do you?!"
•• No college in the country will hold
classes unless there is at least one "J.
Crew" student in the class. The J. Crew
clique can be classified within the

comes down to getting attention
through the clothing from J. Crew. A student will feel as though they are part of
the J. Crew clique when he is asked the
question, "Excuse me, is that a Shirt from
J. Crew?" Now you are finally part of the
clique, great job!!! Being a part of the J.
Crew clique is something that many students as Trinity College aspire to.
Every weekend at Trinity College is
memorable, especially when you encounter the "You can't touch this" clique.
The clique consists of primarily females
from wealthy if not higher class families
leaving their homes and parents for the
first time. The attitude of the clique is
very powerful and robust. The egotistical minds place the clique into another
level of females. They become the "untouchables." The mind set of the "untouchables" is that no man who roams
the Long Walk of Trinity's campus is satisfactory to meet their social standards
and sexual necessities.
The karma of the group is formed be-.
cause they have just come to Trinity from
a small high school, probably comprised
of one hundred students or less, where
girls were as pretty as the three-headed
cows thriving at Chernobyl. The girls
were praised and looked upon merely for
their beauty throughout their ridiculous
high school careers. The females arrive
on Trinity's campus still holding the
same attitude of their beauty from their
high school days, and somehow manage
to discover other "untouchables" from

8. Thanks to the Trinity College-Mafia consortiuin, the concrete used in the foundation is a secondary depository for police informants
7. A-iloor infested with snapping turtles
6. Site of the 1998 Xtreme Games
5. Shaolin Monk demonstrations every Saturday
at 3
4. Remember: Tuesday is Luau night
3. Library actually opens up to reveal He-Mans
secret combat training center
2. Trinity College Library: second home to Bruce
Wayne and the secret location of the Bat Harem
1. Plans for fourth floor "unsanitary deli" and fifth
floor "intimate apparel" department just fell
through before last addition was constructed
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Learning To See The Spirit Bunnies Or A
Rest Of The World New Athletic Team?
BY MARCUS COWIE
Features Writer

An academic party?
' Isn't it time that we opened our eyes to
the world: America is not the world.
"Decolonization CC131" concentrates
on the major colonial giants and how
they fell or rather how the "decolonizing"
process came into effect. The brainchild
of the course came from Prof. Prashad.
He suggested that the college should
have some event to mark and discuss the
meaning of the 50th anniversary of the
withdrawal of the British from India, the
partition of India, the independence of
India, Pakistan and what later became
Bangladesh; plus, the 50th anniversary
of the withdrawal of the British from
Palestine, the partition of Palestine, and
the birth of Israel. All of these taking
place, of course in 1997-98.
There was no need for the tense and
formalized atmosphere on Tuesday, September 2nd. Walking into Hamlin Hall
for the second presentation of the
Decolonization course highlighted the
. fear and insecurity of students letting go
and, yes, enjoying an academic affair.
Generation upon generation who were
seated in the vicinity, seemed to be build-

ful as we may think.
Indeed, in my conversation with Prof.
Figueroa (on Trinity's own Yapp Web
Page), we unanimously agreed that
many decolonized states have seen an
unwanted array of American influences.
These influences have bullied their way
into diversified cultures by sheer muscle
power; "yea baby, America kicks ass," I
hear from numerous Trinity students
when conversing on this subject.
Well, yes, America does definitely kick
ass, but is this ass-kicking a good thing?
Is it nice to see a Hard Rock Cafe in Tel
Aviv? Is it nice to see a McDonalds in
Moscow? Is it a good thing that Princess
Diana's death is now being marketed into
a frenzy?
Of course, the West has contrarily
achieved some unbelievable accomplishments: the development of information
and technology which to the great majority is used in a constructive and productive manner; creativity in the arts,
from music to movies to literature. So,
we see some good and some bad in the
West's victory-and this new course at
Trinity allows us, as students, to delve
deeper into the influences and consequences of colonial superpowers.
Michael Lestz followed with his presentation on "The Chinese Revolution

BY JENNIFER GERARD
Features Columnist

As the head "spirit bunny" in "Fast
Times at Ridgemont High" says, "You
know it takes a lot of courage to get up
here and do something that you know
everyone makes fun of." How true that
is. This past Saturday was the debut of
the Trinity Bantam cheerleaders. They
were faced with hundreds of parents
and even more intoxicated students.
That is enough to make me nervous. It
would take more than the prestige of
being a Bantam cheerleader to get me
in front of all those people in a very
short skirt doing cheers that everyone
else is making fun of.
I have always had my own opinion of
cheerleaders, as do most people. Being
from Texas, cheerleading brings up a
gaggle of images in my head. Big hair,
lots of makeup, short skirts, and lots of
pep.
These are the girls in high school who
tended to get the bad reputations, true
or not. They were the ones dating the
football team. They were the Homecoming Queens.
Maybe it's different for me. Where I
come from, girls start cheering from the

uniforms.
They were doing their best, right?
Having cheerleaders at the games will
seriously change the experience of a
Trinity football game. Now, not only
will the overzealous fans along the
fence, beer in hand, cheer on the team,
so will the cheerleaders. That's their job.
Cheerleaders are very defensive of
this job, too. They say that they are athletes. There are even t-shirts in defense
of the athletic ability of cheerleaders.
Robert Queeney '99 says, "I wish that I
could be a Trinity Bantam cheerleader,
but I just don't have the coordination
those girls do." David Chang '99 echoes
this comment with, "Ijust don't have the
body."
They are also tired of being the butt
of jokes. Cheerleader jokes are along the
same lines as blonde jokes: you know,
challenging their intelligence and their
morals.
They make us laugh, although many
get offended. But come on, they're
funny. What's the funniest skit on "Saturday Night Live" right now? The
cheerleading one, of course.
Why did Trinity decide to return to
the world of organized cheerleading? I
think that we have a very big football
following at this school. Whether you

Robert Queeney '99 says, "I wish that I could be a
Trinity Bantam cheerleader, but I just don't have the
coordination those girls do." David Chang '99 echoes
this comment with, "I just don't have the body."

Is it nice to see a Hard Rock Cafe in Tel Aviv? Is it
nice to see McDonalds in Moscow? Is it a good thing
that Princess Diana's death is now being marketed
into a frenzy?
ing a wall around their chair as if they and Vietnamese Liberation," which in
themselves were going to be colonized! turn was followed by Jack Chatfield's
1, myself found it uncomfortable to sit "France, the U.S. and Vietnam 1945-54."
' ' "
^
d
f
h e ^.
awful human beings, known as profes- ese struggled to break free of the French
sors. Hamlin Hall, with its ornamental colonial power. Dating back to 1859,
paintings and dark brown, polished when the French conquered Saigon, it
wood furniture can be awe striking on its was decided in Genevajuly, 1954, tosplit
own, but when it is filled with people the two Vietnamese areas: a communist
who you are completely unfamiliar with, North Vietnam and a capitalist South
as well as the knowledge that they are, Vietnam.
of course, far more intellectual than
Lestz continually spoke highly of Ho
yourself, the aura becomes frightening! Chi Minh, the Vietnamese leader, and he
However, as the evening progressed I even quoted a response to an interview
found myself not only rid of the preten- question in 1945: When asked about the
1
tious superficiality, but rather holding political situation of Vietnam in respect
on to the edge of my chair. After three to China and France, Ho Chi Minh anspeeches, the real climax of the event swered, "We'd rather smell the dung of
came when professors and students ad- the French than.eat the shit of the Chivocated their own thoughts, each.trying nese for the rest of our lives!"
desperately to show, demonstrate and
Students also get the chance to see our
convince the other that their perceptions very own professors debate against each
and answers are the right ones.
other and catch a glimpse of the acaBrigi tte Schulz began the evening with demic passion that these people share.
a wonderful
presentation on You will hear the countries of Latin
"Decolonization, The Cold War, and the America pronounced perfectly by Dario
Development Paradigm." After a very A. Euraque; you will see which profesclear historical review of the Cold War, sors can really hold their own in an aca(in which she added, "I hope by now, all demic affair; you will see which students
of you.are aware the West has won!") she are "smarter" than the profs; you will see
took a very disinterested position in re- burning frustration when someone
gard to the development of the struggles to explain their point and ...
Decolonized states. She opined that the and... your McDonalds will never taste
Victorious West has not been as success- the same again!

day they can walk. I have definitely
done my share of making fun of cheerleaders, especially friends of mine who
made thedecision Co become one.
But I have to admit something, I live
in Dallas, and if you have ever met any
female from Dallas ask them what they
wanted to be when they were little girls.
Besides Miss America, many will tell
you that they had dreams of being a
Dallas Cowboy Cheerleader.
That is the big time. That's when you
know you've made it in the competitive
world of cheering. I even had a little uniform. I shook my little tush around the
house chanting for the Cowboys, My
mom quickly told me that is not a good
career choice. I now agree.
So what is it about cheerleaders that
makes all of us laugh? Is it the occasional fall? Is it the one girl in the crowd
who doesn't know what she is doing?
Or is it that we just assume that we
should laugh? But come on, someone
has to entertain the crowd when there's
a lull in the game. You all know that
you got a giggle out of seeing the girls
on the track last Saturday in Bantam

are there to watch the game, watch the
people at the game, or even to watch the
boys in those pants, you are there in
support of the team. Trinity loves to
support their sports teams.
So do we need cheerleaders? Sure,
why not? It's one more thing to add to
the fun of the games. There's the tailgates, the excitement of the game, the
postgame parties, and now there's the
cheerleaders.
What more could the Trinity male
ask for? Girls in extremely short skirts
bouncing around and doing cartwheels. Isn't that the plot of some
porno? So why do we make fun of
them? The girls, well, maybe we're jealous. And the guys, maybe they don't
want to admit theyjust want a piece. Or
maybe not.
What's cooler? A band at your games
or a cheerleading squad? We can listen
to the other teams' band, but they can't
see our cheerleaders. With a little practice, we could have the best NESCAC
cheerleaders (are there any others?).
Hey, cheerleaders, here's a thought for
next weekend...half time show?

FARMINGTON POLO CLUB
SCHOOL OF HORSEMANSHIP
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Now offering its Fall Riding Program.
Day and evening classes available to children
and adults with special consideration to the
beginner.
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Indoor and outdoor rings.
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A Look At Past And Present Trends At Trinity
Differences And Similarities Of What We Wore Then And What We Wear Now

By CHRISTINE R RAGASA

Features Writer

Have fashion styles changed at Trinity or are some looks still in? During the
early years at Trinity, students had to follow strict rules and obey uniform standards: classes filled with males in wool
sweaters, button-down shirts, straightened ties, and khakis or chinos.
Along with the changes of academic
and social life, the student-body amplified - consisting of females, and a new
dress-code was formed. Now, males and
females had to pay more attention to
their appearance and mannerisms,
•: In tne seventies; men and women
dressed less formally, wearing butterflycollared shirts, mid-calf length skirts,

and bell-bottom pants. Paisley patterned
shirts, argyle sweaters, velvet and polyester pants were in. The eighties, as most
of us remember, brings back many images of acid-wash jeans, leggings with
slouched socks, plaid wool skirts and
pants.
We became conscious of such name
brands as Bennetton, Swatch, and
Champion. Now, students bear pieces
• from the J.Crew, Abercrombie & Fitch,
L.L. Bean, Gap, and Banana Republic collections.
Whether it be in the classroom, residence halls, playing fields, social arenas,
or library, students exemplify the fashion trends of a "preppy school" in the
nineties'. Stbtie^colbreid anS'lsKaki troli^'
sers, cotton/lycra and polyester pants,
and t-shirts are the most favorable,

simple combinations. Not many people
are victims of fashion trends, wearing
comfortable worn, denim jeans with
open, un-buttoned shirts.
Polartec vests, flannel shirts, and corduroy pants provide us with warmth
during the colder New England seasons.
The alternative look of baggy pants and
over-sized, long-sleeve skater shirts compose a small, but significant part of our
student population.
Some students scurry down the long
walk in traditional, yet evolutionized
styles revamped for these next few seasons. Belted cardigan sweaters, chinos,
wide-legged pants, ribbed turtlenecks,
and knee-length skirts.of the seventies
have made their toll again in earthy,
natural colors.
The classic yet sophisticated look,

such as slim-fitted shirts and boot cut
pants, can be seen among female students. Cardigans and knit sweaters
draped over the shoulders or wrapped
around the waist compliment or add to
a vintage-like ensemble. Polyester is another one of the transformed fabrics, now
mixed with other materials -just don't
get too close to flames.
Indeed, some styles have come, gone,
and have been reborn again. Because
fashion styles appear and reappear after
they're considered "old", I suggest saving
some classic pieces for the future.
You'll have an opportunity to mix and
match, blend colors, and integrate different fabrics to create,the next new stylin'
look. After all, your appearance is a reflection of who you are.
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Do You Know What People Are Calling You?
An Exploration Of Nicknaming People You Know And Don't Know On Campus
BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI

Features Editor

Often times when I tell people how
small our student body is, their response
tends to resemble a bit of amazement.
Some begin the talk about how it must
be great to know everybody and how fortunate I am to be at a school where I cannot easily be lost among the crowd.
Others say how annoying it must get to
have everyone know you and all of your
business and how a private life isn't really an option. Regardless, we are a body
of 2,006 students which is not a lot in
terms of most colleges, but is still many
tome.
People say to me all the time that I
must know every student on campus.
Yes, it is my third year here and I do know
many people, but I don't know every person in my English class, let alone every
person on campus. We form our own
small circle of friends our freshmen year,
and every year from there these circles
begin to merge, but I doubt by my graduation they will all merge to form one really big and happy group. Therefore it is
safe to say that we probably know of
most of the campus, but never really
know close to half.
Names are hard to remember. There
are a lot of Mikes, a lot of Lisas, a lot of
every common American name. Although 1 don't know of any other Linda,
I'm sure there's quite a few of you out
there, too. As Maura Howley '99 says, "I'm
really bad at remembering names. I've
called a Bobby, Robby or an Evan, Eric."
So how then, are we supposed to know
the people we live with? There's an underground list that we all form over the

i

people we don't know.
In one of my articles last year, I wrote
about Mather Hall. 1 used the phrase,
"The BBT" which I defined as the "Big Boy
Table," a table where the senior football
players would sit. To my confusion, 1 was
recently directed to the bulletin board in
Crossroad's Cafe where we write suggestions and questions to Jon Small on napkins. Boldly written was the request,
"Bring back the BBT! We miss those football players." I was accused of writing
this, as were the rest of my friends in
turn, until we reached the conclusion
that no one from my circle of friends
wrote it. Someone else adopted a nickname that we thought was our own. It

can talk about him at my leisure without worrying about anyone identifying
who I am talking about. Sometimes we
forget that there is no bubble around us
which preventsother people from hearing what we say and seeing what we do.
Some nicknames are very basic. For
example, say there is this random guy
who lives in Elton and is very cute. You
may consider calling him "Random
Elton Cute Guy." The beautiful thing
about a nickname like that is that it is
broad enough to cover pretty much any
male resident of that dorm. He would
never know it was him, unless you were
drunk one night and you told him.
Or maybe there's a guy that always
waves to me when I walk by him. He is
now "Wave to Me Guy." Or there was a
sophomore girl who looked particularly
young my freshman year and was appropriately named "12 year-old sophomore
girl."
Jeff Pyle, who has since graduated, had
a small fan club amongst my friends due
to his performance during the song "Africa," which he sang while in After Dark.
As anyone who has seen it can attest to,
he would "wig out" while supplying the
percussion and has been given the nickname "Wig Out Guy." I am not embarrassed to divulge that identity since one
drunken night he was told and seemed
flattered.
Giving out nicknames to people is not
a facet of life developed in the college
years. We have been doing it since we
first learned to speak. Robert Queeney
'99 says, "It must be a girl thing." Yet by
the time I graduated from high school,
the boys in my class had developed a
very complicated and intricate nickname system for girls of my school by
is menu. Big Macs,
Quarter Pounders, and every other Super
Value Meal. The very lucky of us were
named after the desserts. All in all- not
very flattering, but it proves my point.
When we were young, our parents
gave us little, corny names. My father
still calls me "Bubba." The sad thing is
that if you called out that name today, I
would turn to answer. We are often times
looking for ways to alter our names. I
went by Lynn, short for Linda.
When asked why julianna Bogdanski.
'99 goes by the shortened name Juli, she
says, "As a result of many times in the
first grade when I couldn't spell it or my
last name." Why does OMC go by OMC?
How bizarre, how bizarre. Regardless,

explanation, it did not refer to the gin.
I have always said that for every one
person you talk badly about, there are
five other people talking badly about
you. The same principle must apply to
nicknames. If you are a nickname user,
you must realize that there are other
people who have nicknames about you.
"It would be awesome to be known as 'Mr.
Cool Guy'," says David Chang "99. For the
most part, though, we have little control
over what nickname others will call us.
A nickname doesn't have to be flattering or insulting. It's just identifying. For
example Sam Riter, the President of PsiUpsilon, would like his fraternity to now
be called the "Economics Frat" instead of
the "Hockey Frat." I doubt many people

Into Me Man" that you run into every
other day on your way to class? Just a guy
that you tend to "keep in your back
pocket,"says Kyra Zaiger '99. This nickname can serve many.
Needless to say, I cannot state the most
creative of nicknames that are a part of
the list my friends and I have developed.
Those are names you keep amongst
yourselves and do not tell anyone for fear
that the owner will find out. Nicknames
like "AD Hot Man" could get a girl in
trouble if that guy found out what he
was being called, unless he's interested
in her, but nicknames usually aren't the
catalysts for relationships.
It's not a very large campus and when
we do outrageous things, people find out.

Nicknames like "AD Hot Man" could get a girl in
trouble if that guy found out what he was being called,
unless he's interested in her, but nicknames usually
aren't the catalysts for relationships.
will, but a good attempt by Mr. Riter to
alter a nickname that he doesn't particularly care for. Then again, the "Hockey
Frat" is better than "Psi Poo Poo" and
some might say to quit while you're
ahead..
If you wipe out on the Long Walk one
slippery day in the winter, a group of
people may call you "Bite The Long Walk
Girl." Or if in a drunken stupor you ask
some guy to buy you a shot, you may be
called "Buy Me A Shot" for the rest of your
time here amongst his group of friends
in which you made your request. If you
hit on a girl shamelessly one night, you
can bet that all of her friends will be calling you "Hit On Me Guy" by the next day.
How many of you have a "Mr. Bump

You can't avoid nicknaming people anymore than you can avoid being nicknamed. It's a way that we, as a
community, have found to get to know
each other that much better. No one can
remember the name of everyone they
meet and sometimes it is easier to call
someone by a catchier name than one
that so many others can call their own
as well.
Everybody's nicknames are different
and one group's "Sketchy Girl From
North" might be another group's "Hot
Babe From North." I think that if the day
ever came where all the nicknames came
out in the open, we'd see a lot of similarities. It kind of makes you wonder how
people identify you.
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"Bring back the BBT! We miss those football players."
1 was accused of writing this, as were the rest of my
friends, until we reached the conclusion someone else
adopted a nickname that we thought was our own.
was confirmed at that moment that we
were not the only people to use nicknames. We were not the only people who
missed the BBT.
Then there are the people who get
their nicknames by a particular action.
It is not an unfair assumption by stating
that most of, you are aware of who I am
talking about when I say the nickname,
"Big Rollerblading Guy." There were so
many nicknames established my freshmen year alone, that my friends and I
actually began writing them down.
Looking over that list, I am amazed to see
that I can put a face to every nickname
there, but a real name to only a little over
half. Some nicknames incorporate some
part of the person's real name and some
are completely general such as "Mr. Perfect Man," "Mr. Right For Now," or "Mr.
Okay For Now."
Let's say that, hypothetically of course,
there's this guy who plays football and
he plays baseball and I found him to be
of the attractive sort. I might call him
"My Football/Baseball Friend." Now I

changing our name is something that
can be done in many different ways.
Nicknames are not the same as name
calling. Nicknames are what we call
people and name calling demonstrates
how you feel about people. For example,
if you think that someone is a little piece
of evil, that is name calling. But to call
them by the title "little piece of evil" is
using a nickname. "I saw little piece of
evil today" instead of "I saw that little
piece of evil today." There is a method to
it, one which we all follow.
Nicknames don't also have to be permanent. They can fall under the category of terms of endearment. What's
wrong with calling a good friend of the
opposite sex "pumpkin" or "sweetheart"?
After spending time amongst the company of a boys, you might find that
names like "bitch" and "pickle sniffer"
can be nicknames, too. Some nicknames
are not given to people but rather invented by the person to which it belongs
to. For example, one girl decided tha t the
name "Beefeater" suited her and by her
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LECTURES
Tuesday Sept. 30

PERTORMAN
4:00 PM

The Trinity College Russian Club of Monthly
Lectures will present a lecture by Kristen Welch
of Yale University. Welch's lecture, Moments of
Recognition; Nabokov, the Internet and the Craft
of Reading, will be presented in Seabury Hall,
room 4. All are invited to attend.

Look-out below!
AT recently heard that one Trinity
student got into a rather nasty battle
with a flying keg. Final Score:
Keg: 1 - Girl: broken foot. Try explaining that to mom & dad on parent's
weekend.

Along the Long Walk...
AT was strolling along the Long
Walk and heard a couple of Freshmen
talking. One was telling the other that
he heard about a party this weekend at
one of the Greek houses. When the
other didn't remember where the place
his friend was talking about was, his
friend elaborated: "I think that was that
place where we played that ping-pong
game, only they called it something
else... What was it? Oh, yeah... Beer
pong... Something about playing pong
with beer... I don't get it." Ah, Freshmen.

Hot Dogs, Get Your Hot DogsWell, Billy's back for the campus
nightlife, and man did he make a killing selling hot dogs on Vernon St. this
weekend (do yourself a favor and
avoid the mustard). Despite the presence of parents, it would seem as
though Camp Trin-Trin was in full
swing. With AD and Raven providing
the entertainment, it had to be good™

7:00 PM
There will be a decolonization panel discussion
in Hamlin Hall. Steve Charleston, Trinity Chap-,
lain, will present Native Americans, Theology and
Colonialism, Mark Silk, of the Center for the
Study of Religion in Public life, will present
Decolonization and Secularization: An Unholy
Alliance?. Janet Bauer, of the Anthropology Dept.,
will finish the presentations with Decolonization,
Women, and Religious Politics. Discussion will
follow the presentations. Refreshments will be
served.

Thursday, Oct. 2

6:00 PM

As part of Trinity's First Thursday at the Old
State House, the English Department presents
Trinity Poets: The Voice ofSong. Four students will
perform public readings of their work. Jared
Fernandez will share his view of contemporary
issues. George Hume will read his poetic tribute
to Allen Ginsburg. Mike Jennings will read about
his feelings of everyday experiences. Finally,
Karen Walter will read a new poem about the assassination of the members of the last Russian
royal house. This event is free and open to all

Monday, Oct. 6

4:00 PM

The Cesare Barbieri Endowment for Italian
Culture presents a lecture by Susan Zucotti, author of The, Italians and the Holocaust. The lecture, entitled The Vatican and the Holocaust, will
be held in Goodwin Auditorium in the Austin
Arts Center. All are encouraged to attend.

Friday, Oct. 3

7:00 PM

The Aldrich Museum presentsfoe Beck and Ali
Ryerson Duo. Joe Beck, the first guitarist to record
with Miles Davis, and Ali Ryerson, jazz flutist,
play at the Aldrich After Hours as a duo. Light
refreshments will be served. Tickets are $5.00 for
members and $10.00 for nonmembers. For more
information call (203) 438-4519.

8:00 PM
The Bushnell presents The Parsons Dance
Company. The Parsons Dance Company is celebrating its 10th anniversary season. Parson's has
performed throughout the world in places like
the Kennedy Center, City Center, Lincoln Center,
Teatro la Fenice, Teatro Municipal, among others.
Tickets range from $16.50 to $34.50. For more information call (860) 987-6082.

8:00 PM
Works/Laura Glenn Dance will present a concert, The Harvest Season, at the Charter Oak Cultural Center at 21 Charter Oak Avenue in
Hartford. The company will perform works by
chorographers new to the Hartford area. The performance will open on October 3. Two more performances will be given October 4 at 3:00 PM and
8:00 PM. Tickets are $15.00 for general admission,
$12.00 for students and seniors. For more information call (860) 527-0226.

8:00 PM
The Hartt School Symphony Orchestra will
perform with Director Bridget-Michaele Reishl,
visiting music conductor. The program will include Symphony #1 by Jean Sibelius and feature
Steve Larson in Viola Concerto by Bela Bartok.
The concert will take place in the Hartt school
Lincoln Theater. Admission is between $10.00
and $15.00.

ER. Live... D.O.A.
Talk about an utter television disaster! As Trinity students around the
campus were glued to their cableequipped TVs, a general aura of frustration was felt throughout the campus in
complete disappointment at the
"COPS^styled" episode. Could there
have been any more shots of the floor
tiles? And, did anyone notice that the
opening scenes from "last time on ER"
had absolutely nothing to do with this
week's episode. This show was so bad
its as if it was one of the new comedies
with Joey "woahwoah" Lawrence on
the UPN network... Well, at least NBC
still has Conan.

My kingdom for a porta pottie...
On the quad this weekend, AT noticed a unusually high number of
people lifting one leg as if the Elms
were made of porcelain. Would it ha ve
killed them to have had even one por tapottie out there? Gotta love the stench
on campus Sunday morning... Ah,
maybe the Trinity of old isn't yet dead
after all.

CINESTUDIO
Career Girls (R)

Wed - Sat, Oct. 1 - 4 7:30 PM
Sat, Oct. 4
2:30 PM

(Britain, 1997) Written and directed by Mike Leigh. Music by Marianne Jean-Baptiste and Tony Remy. Cast: Katrin
Cartlidge, Lynda Steadman, Joe Tucker, Mark Benton. Unswayed by Hollywood's embrace of Secrets and Lies, Mike
Leigh has once again made an unconventional and revelatory film on human behavior. Iwo seemingly content women,
former college roommates, meet for a weekend in London. In tlieir conversation and in flashbacks, we learn about the
tumult of their youth, before "growing up" forced them to cover over much of their individually and fears. Leigh's
infinite trust in his actors brings exciting rewards, in particular, the fierce performance by Katrin Cartlidge (B reaking
the Waves, Naked). When visiting a friend's posh penthouse apartment, she throws off lines like "1 suppose on a clear
day you can see the class struggle from here" with refreshingly acerbic finesse. 87 min.

Face Off

Fri - Sat, Oct. 3 - 4

9:30 PM

(1997) Directed by John Woo, Written by Mike Werb and Michael Colleary. Cast:. John
Travolta, Nicolas Cage, Joan Allen, Gina Gershon.
Having found his sea legs in
Hollywood with Broken Arrow, John Woo is off and running with a supremely kinetic film
that holds up to anything , he made in Hong Kong. The delightfully intricate plot finds
a FBI . man (Travolta) trading indentities-and faces-with the unredeemable criminal
(Nicolas Cage) who killed his son. Travolta has the time of his life finally getting
to play the. bad guy, and Nicolas Cage, for a change, gets to play nice. Along for the
ride are Gina Gershon, Nick Cassavets (who directs Travolta in the soon-to -be-shown
She's so Lovely) and the future Lolita, Dominique Swain. Did we forget to mention a boat
chase that gleefully defies the laws of physics? 138 min.

Saab Scania - Saab Mania-

Pride Divide & Gay USA

How do you know its Parent's
Weekend? The streets are lined with
shiny, new European luxury cars (not
the ones passed down to the kiddies)...
400 BMWs in the street, 400 BMWs...
Steal one away, strip it down... (Man,
you gotta love this town), 399 BMWs in
the street...

Gay USA (Dir.. Arthur Bresan, 1977, USA 78 m) Twenty years ago, before the idea caught on all over the world,
Arthur Bressan produced a film portrait of a day in the life of America called Gay USA. Bressan commissioned filmmakers throughout the country to record every Lesbian and Gay Pride parade or march which took place in June of
1977. He then mixed that footage with on-the-street interviews, gay women and men talking about their lovers and
how they came out. Pride Divide (Dir. Paris Poirier, 1997, USA 56 mm) The GLBT community has a pretty good record
of being able to tackle tough and controversial issues. However, there are some topics which that still seem to be
avoided. From the makers of Last Ca I1 at Maud's, Pride Di vide explores how homosexual men and women have bonded
in their fight against global homophobia, and at the same rime have been divided over issues of sexism within the
movement.

Tradition...

Until the End of the World

Ok, how many of you went to
Papparazzi this weekend? How many
others went to Joe's? Who went to
both? Yeah, we thought so.

Sun, Oct. 5

2:30 PM

Sun - Tues, Oct. 5 - 7 7:30 PM

(Germany/France, 1991) Directed by Wim Wenders. Screenplay by Wenders and Peter Carey
Cast: William Hurt, Solveig Dommartin, Jeanne Moreau, Max Von Sydow. Second only to
Baraka, Wim Wender's visionary film of the future has developed an intense following
among Cinestudio-goers.
William Hurt stars as a melancholy, technologically-addicted
traveler who becomes obsessed with tracking down an elusive woman (Solveie Dommartin)
During his journey, he uncovers hints that the end of time itself may be just around the
corner.
The other worldly soundtrack features music specifically written for the film
by Patti Smith, US, REM, Lou Reed and k.d. lang. For more on
a film that expands our
previous conception of the future (and information on Wenders1 just released The F«Wnf
UnHl Ue E d fth
site at
W
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AITJBEV.
Latin American Film

Park River Clean-Up

Wednesday, October 1, the Latin American and
Spanish Film series presents Gaijin: The Road to
Freedom. The film, directed by Tizuka Yamasaki
describes the Japanese emigration to Brazil at the
turn of the century. Rieko Wagoner, of the Modern Languages Department will be hosting the
movie in McCook Auditorium at 7:30 PM. All are
welcome to attend.

5aturday, October 4, between 1:00 PM and 3:00
PM, will be the annual park river clean-up. This
project is sponsored by Water Watch and the
Dean's Office. If you wish to attend meet in the
Mather Hall parking lot at 12:30 PM. For more
information contact Tyler Charlesworth at (860)
951-7307.

Kripalu Hatha Yoga

Evening at the Athenuem
Thursday, October 2, Trinity's first season at the
Wadsworth Atheneum opens with the exhibition
of Design, Dance and-Music of the legendary Ballet Russes 1909-1929. A series of events will be
hosted throughout the day at the Wadsworth.
Between 5:30 PM and 8:00 PM the CT Opera will
sing at the Avery Court. Russian poetry readings in the Austin Gallery will begin at 6:00 PM.
A tour of the Ballet Russes exhibition will take
place at 6:30 PM. Finally at 7:30 PM, the Russian
Film October will be shown at the Aetna Theater.
A shuttle will depart from Mather Hall at 5:15
PM for the Atheneum with return trips to campus at 8:00 PM and 10;00 PM for students wishing to attend.

Through October 24
The Institute for American Indian Studies presents a new exhibit entitled Moving the Fire: The
Removal of Indian Nations to Oklahoma. It emphasizes the reallocation of Native Americans to
Oklahoma. The exhibit opens on October 3. For
more information call (860) 868-1649

Childrens Art Show
In conjunction with Weaving Wisdom, the
Trinity College Chapel will be presenting an inaugural childrens art show. The exhibit can be
seen between October 3 and October 7 in the
Chapel Library. A opening reception for the exhibit will be held on October 3 from 5:00 PM to
7:00 PM ittthgafihaneL AULst6ii&Xi£§iitQ,attendt

Saturdays, from 9:30 to 11:00 AM, through December 13, there will be yoga lessons with Tamara
Toscano. Physical postures are blended with
breath and meditation to assist people in reaching places of inner peace. All are invited to attend lessons in Seabury 49.

DansKineticsTM
DanskineticsTM is a playful combination of
dance, movement and yoga that couples with a
cardiovascular workout.
Pamela Fox,
a certified DanskineticsTM instructor will teach workshops every other
Saturday from September 27 through
December 13. Class is from 11:15 AM
to 12:15 PM in Seabury 49.

7:00 PM

Clerks
in McCook Auditorium
8:30 PM
Mallrats
in McCook Auditorium

October 5
7:00 PM
TCAC meeting
in Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall

The Woodland Concert Series will present
Chanticleer in concert on Sunday, October 5, at
4:00 PM. The concert will be held at lmmanuel
Congregational Church, 10 Woodland Street.

1-20 PM-4:05 PM; 7:05 PM; 9:40 PM
12:35 PM; 1:05 PM; 3:05 PM; 3:35 PM; 5:10 PM; 5:40 PM; 7:20 PM; 7:50 PM;
9:25 PM; 9:50 PM; 11:55 PM
4-25 PM; 9:15 PM; 11:45 PM
1:00 PM; 1:30 PM; 3:50; 4:20 PM; 6:50 PM; 7:15 PM; 9:35 PM; 10:00 PM; 12:20 AM
12:10 PM; 2:20 PM; 7:00 PM ,
12-30 PM- 2:40 PM; 4:45 PM; 7:55 PM; 9:55 PM; 1150 PM
1:15 PM; 1:45 PM; 4:15 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:10 PM; 7:40 PM; 9:45 PM; 10:15 PM;
12:25 AM; 12:35 AM
12-00 PM- 2:25 PM; 4:50 PM; 7:25 PM; 10:00 PM; 12:25 AM
HO PM- 3-15 PM- 5:20 PM; 7:30 PM; 9:30 PM; 11:30 PM; 12:05 AM
12-15 PM- 2-35 PM; 4:55 PM; 7:45 PM; 10:05 PM 12:10 AM

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, Next to the Webster Bank
Times are valid through Thursday, October 2
Prices $3.50 general admission, $2.50 matinees
For scheduling information call (860) 232-2820
Conspiracy Theory (R)
George of the Jungle (PG-13)

October 4

Woodland Concert

Times are valid through Thursday, October 2
Prices are $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information call (860) 568-8810

Soul Food (R)
Wishmaster (R)
1000 Acres (R)

10:00 PM
Favorite Flick Night
Liar Liar, in the Cave

Chi Kun, an ancient form of Chinese movement using the power of the mind, will be taught
by Virginia Lynn Anderson. Anderson has studied and practicing energy work for eight years.
Next lesson is September 30 in the Ferris Wrestling room between 11:45 AM and 1:00 PM. Lesson will be held every other Tuesday thereafter
through November 18.

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane

Hoodlum (R)
La Confidential (R)
Men in Black (PG-13)
Money Talks (R)
Peacemaker (R)

7:30 PM
Open Mike Night
in the Underground Coffeehouse

Chi Kung

Now PLAYING
Air Force One (R)
In&rOut(PG-13)

October?

8:00 PM
7:15 PM; 9:20 PM

Classifieds
*** EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH***
CLASS TRAVEL needs students to promote
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15 trips & travel Free!
Highly motivated students can earn, a free trip
& over $10,000!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica
or Florida! North America's largest student
tour operator! Call Now!
1-800-838-6411

f

Spring Break..."Take 2"**
Hiring Reps! Sell 15...Take 2 Free
Hottest Destinations!
Free Parties, Eats and Drinks.
SunSplash
1-800-426-7710

SPRING BREAK '98
Sell trips, Earn Cash & Go Free!!!
Stu'dent.Travei Services is now hiring
campus reps/group organizers.
Lowest rates to Jamaica, Mexico & Florida.
Call 1-800-648-4849

Newington Theater - 40 Cedar in Newmgton
.

Times are valid, through Thursday, October 2
Prices $3.50 general admission .
g
For scheduling information call (860) 666-8489

Conspiracy Theory (R)
Fire Down Below (R)

7:00 PM; 9:30 PM
7:10 PM; 9:10 PM

Showcase movie tickets
are available to Students
for $4.00 and Staff for $5.00
at SLRC office
****************************

ARTS
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Repertorio Espahoh La Cringa
decides that she would like to play or added humor to a tense
VIRGINIA LACEFIELD
get a job and stay rather than moment. 1 remember watching
Arts Writer
return to America. However, her the aunt preparing beans for
First off, let me say that I was plans are met with disapproval dinner while Maria and her
probably not the best person for from her aunt and cousin, who cousin talked in the backthe job of covering this perfor- tell her that she is not Puerto ground. Despite the fact that 1
mance. The simple reason for Rican at all. Hurt and disillu- could not understand the conthis is that almost all of the sioned, she arranges to return versation, the aunt's feelings
show was in Spanish, a lan- home, but makes a journey to about the arrival of her niece
guage I neither speak nor un- her grandmother's grave in the were unmistakable as she sat
derstand. Although Austin Arts family plot before she goes. stiffly and popped beans with
gave out almost 100 sets of While there, she rediscovers her more and more irritation in her
rented headphones to accom- heritage, and makes peace with actions. It was the reactions of
modate live, UN-style English her aunt, who is finally able to the background and supporting
translation, these headsets accept her into the family. The characters that broke through
worked via infrared transmis- story ends happily in reunion the language barrier.
It is hard to be critical of a
sion and therefore only func- and togetherness.
Although I am sure that I play that I did not understand,
tioned in the house proper. I,
unfortunately, was observing
from backstage and was in the
same boat as roughly fifty other
individuals suffering from the
same problem. Because of this
barrier, my understanding of
the play came from the information in the program, the actors'
gestures, emotions, and actions,
and Tracy Costa, who does
speak Spanish and happened to
be sitting next to me, and who
most kindly endured my reVU3AIH N3WUVD A3 JW3H00 JUMKMmiNOD V TKIMMBVI MI
peated questions throughout
intermission and the greater
part of Act Two. Despite these
challenges, I tried to stay focused and gather as much information to pass on to those of
you who might not have been
lucky enough to experience Puerto Rico yourselves for two
AUSTIN ARTS CENTER
hours last Friday. .

omoi

Repertorio Espanol in La Grinqa

Because of the background of
and subject matter presented by
this touring company, it was not
surprising that large numbers
of. community members were
in atteh&fece. There'was also a
larger turn out than usual
among Trinity students, some
of whom brought their parents.
In all, the show, was sold out at
least two days in advance, and
over 400 people were admitted,
thanks to extra chairs brought
in and places along the sides of
the aisles. Unfortunately, due to
fire codes limiting the number
of extra chairs we could add, we
still had to turn some people
away.
The play tells the story of
Maria, a New York City native
whose ethnic roots are Puerto
Rican. She goes to visit relatives
there for the first time and
struggles to identify with her
heritage. At first, she is elated to
be in such a beautiful country
and near the end of the first act,

missed a lot of detail in what
was apparently, based on the
reactions of the audience, a ver
funny play, 1 found tha t the sma
1 cast did^ an ex,cellent,job of ,
ohveying" trie story line to a lar
ely English-speak i ng audience. After reading the summary in the program, I was able to
follow the events with reasonable ease. I have to admit that
Tracy's continuing interpretations of the major points during
the second act was very helpful,
but 1 understood much of the
action even without her assistance. Maria's feelings about her
country, her family, and her
heritage came across clearly
and poignantly. The characters
of her aunt, her dying uncle
with whom she develops a close
relationship, her cousin, her
other uncle, and the young man
whom she dates are well
rounded. Each actor's movements were precise and enhanced the emotional feel of the

however, there were several
emotionally charged moments
when one character would be
angry or upset and another
character would make a joke. 1
ffeund these constant;' interjections distracting and disruptive
to the emotional flow of the
storyline, but the comments
might have been appropriate to
the scenes. Unfortunately, I had
no way of knowing.
Overall, I really enjoyed my
foray intoSpanish drama. It was
fascinating to see a production
created by Americans from a
different ethnic background
than my own. They have taken
a basic discovery-of-heritage
story and added a complex web
of interpersonal conflict and
discovery. I hope that Trinity
and the AAC staff appreciate
the extraordinary turnout that
this group received and invite
more diverse repertory companies to perform here in the future, in any language.

The Peacemaker
By JEFF CROSS
Arts Writer

Ah, nuclear weapons. Go
over to one of the old Soviet
republics or even Russia itself
with five pairs of Levi's jeans
and come away with a terrific
little crowdpleaser that'll
fetch at least $200 million
cash, on the weapons black
market. Such is thesubject of
The Peacemaker, the debut
film from Dreamworks SKG,
the, new production company started by Steven
Spielberg and David Geffeax
As dictated by theStrategic
Arms Reduction Treaty, the
Russians have been disman-

ER), a bit of a maverick who
likes to lubricate his deals
with black market sport utility vehicles at taxpayer cost,
has a nasty feeling that the
nukes were stolen, since satellite photos reveal that the
blast occurred a good two
seconds or so after the train
wreck. Learning thata profiteering Russian general is the
mastermind, the search
takes them from a car chase/
gun battle in Vienna to an
unauthorized helicopter incursion into Russia to prevent the truck carrying the
nukes from crossing into the
real Middle Eastern threat
that. Saddam Hvssein keeps
occupied: Iran. The fun

"I'm not scared of the man who
wants ten nuclear weapons* I'm
absolutely terrified of the man who
only wants one." -Dr. Julia Kelly
doesn't end there, since they
find that one of the nukes
isn't on the truck, but heading for the UN-sponsored
Bosnian peace talks in New
York City,
This was a good
movie, Clooney's flippant
tough-guy soldier makes for
some good laughs while
Kidman's academic has a few
moments of her own when
she proves that she's more
jhjan jus,t agajr of pretty blue
8
Nuclear Smuggling Group * ' eye!" wifn^a'fe' w '"well-placed
and ppintwoman for the in- quotes in Russian, The chase
/-•-"i-::.-.'=_. -L>-I, S that,the sequences are jamrr.

cling a good portion of, their
long-range intercontinental
ballistic missiles. Ten warheads from an SS-18 are
. loaded onatrain heading out
of Chelyabinsk, and during
the trip the train collides
with a passenger train on t,he.
same track and erupts in a
nuclear fireball, kilting at
least 1500 people in the blast
alorte. Dr. Julia Kelly (a newly
brunette Nicole Kidman, To

tack. However,. Army Special
Forces Lieutenant. Colonel
Tom Devoe, (George Clooney,

and there's enough wiseacre
humor to keep the tension
down. Go see if.
. -

New Brown Hat
Back on Campus
the time to listen to the band
truly
enjoyed it. They were
Arts Editor
full of energy and tha t energy
Friday night, if you weren't was transmitted to those
busy hanging with the "fam" watching. Their folk-rock
you might have noticed the music was pleasing and fun.
I was a bit disappointed by
large circus-like tent on the
Main Quad from which the the lack of Trinity participasound of NewBrown Hat was tion at this Parent's Weekend
event. It could be attributed,
coming.
BY ISABEL CORTE-REAL

A1EX CUK0R
NewBrown Hat play at Parent's Weekend.
NewBrown Hat, comprised however, to the poor choice of
of Trinity alumni, returned time for it to have been schedto their alma mater to play uled and also the lack of adfor students and their visit- vertising throughout our
ing parents. Although there campus.
seemed to be more people in
I hope all who were present
the band than in the audi- enjoyed the concert as much
ence I felt that all who took as I did.
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The Reel Big Fish Concert
Parent's Weekend
Filled With Music
By MATTHEW MORSE

Arts Writer

On Saturday, September
27th, three of Trinity's four a
eappella groups contributed
their unique musical talents
to the annual candlelight folk
festival here on campus. Playing to a capacity crowd on the
cave patio and aided by microphones and speakers, each
' group showed talent and love
for the art of a cappella.
First for the evening, the
Trinity Pipes gave an entertaining performance which
incorporated some older material ("I Get Around", "Home
Again") with relatively newer
numbers like the James Taylor standard "Only One".

their set continued to be a
sure laugh getter for the
crowd.
Unfortunately,
"House At Pooh Corner"(one
of this authors favorite numbers) was somewhat off, but
the group portions of the
song offset the shakier solo
sections.
In all, the Trinitones sound
better than they did last year
and having taken six new
members this year, have a
richer sound that suits them
well.
The last group to perform
for the evening was the
Accidentals. Performing
some old favorites, the
Accidentals showed off their
new members and proved to
be in good form.

In all, the evening was a celebration
of all things a cappella. Each and every
one of the groups contributed
something vital to the night, whether
it be style, presence, theatricality, or
sheer musical ability.
Their stage presence was
admirable and their new
members all performed exceedingly well. Of particular
-»ote., J v j s ^ J g l o M Sim

Although Moondance
sounded slightly off, they
offset that factor by singing
strongly on several other
tunes, including, "12 Street

an excellent voice for "Only
One".
According to Amy Cook,
the group's director, the Pipes
will be taking most of the rest
of the semester off which
came as a surprise to all who
heard the news, The Pipes
will certainly be missed until they decide to return.
The Trini tones took the
stage next and immediately
seized control of the audience
with their tight harmonies
and contemporary song selections. "Chain Gang"
sounded especially good and
the "L Y" song which closed

Unfortunately unable to
perform, After Dark was
missed by all who attended
that evening. With any luck,
their nex t concert will not be
far away.
In all, the evening was a
celebration of all things a
cappella. Each and every one
of the, groups contributed
something vital to the night,
whether it be style, presence,
theatricality, or sheer musical ability. The audience for
the evening drifted off after
the last song with a reminder
of how diverse and strong
Trinity^ a cappella really is.

CHWS W U

Arts Writer

rnelodicskate punk which had
the high school freshmen
moshing their hearts out.
MxPx performed songs off
their latest release life in General while throwing in old
stuff, such as the classic "Punk
Rawk Show." MxPx packed a
punk punch with their loud
and fast set of hum-alongs and
head-nodders.
MxPx (which stands for
Magnified Plaid) kicked off the
set with the nstuseatingly fast
"Do your feet hurt." As far as I
was concerned, MxPx played
all of rhe songs I wanted ro heai,
that's why I liked them so
much Singer/Bassist Mike
Hcrrara belted out the songs

skankers. Now, the Ska revolution is led by radio-gods
Mighty Mighty Bosstones-, No
Doubt, and to a lesser extent
Goldfinger, Reel BigFish»Less
Than Jake, Buck-O-Nine,
Dance HallCrashers and Suicide Machines. How many of
those kids with Sublime
shires are going to know
Skatikin' Pickle, Toasters, or
Mephiskapheles, the more established Third-wave Ska
bands Anyway..
R.BF: npciu'd with theii f'-.vsi
single "F.vcryth.ng Sucks 1
ar.d proc.-i.MJed into the
catchy sinp along "Trend).'1
RDF just laid out. songs froir.
iheii album Turn liic Radio

There areafew things that
go along with having a hit
single. Reel Big Fish has
learned this through their
fast-paced horn-crazy "Sellout" Their record has been
out now for over a year and
finally RBF is beginning to
headline their own shows
after a tour with Goldf inger
wMi-h j-eo'.ned tube going on
forever. Well, RBF brought
r.'iei- circus consisting of
MxPx ana bave Ferris to the
fwn of Providence and the
rather large and abnormally
wide Lupf'S Heart break Hotel. Two word?: Tec trie
Hoppers."
Reel Big Fish puts on a good show. They
After -a three hour ruin
jump around, make jokes, pull pranks,
ride to get to Providence in
and play their hearts out. But it's the
tiic first pi ice, 1 stood outside
i
ofl.upuisli. ranoi!ici houi for
same routine every time. The kids just
ihe (.li.ifv.-b opened A parked
eat it right up.
•.our bus with Ssve Ferris"
charismatic 1 rotirwoman Mo
Powell peaking outside such .is"Andrea," 'rJom^Timc.1' 0/jT.ind Keen You r Rtceipi F.P
caused Hriie girls, no older and'ChiukMapneL/'Thftdrjm- And j'laved £ long tur.c Mo
'h.tii 1 I-, i) t l i i n l i u p If.iiip
mei Yun Rule;1 pLyed .iii.a.- P>>\\cllfroii1 ia^cft nswUiK
jij'-tsard shi ick witii m^an
ingi\ fast and povvr']i*^l ^onits out ioa3»ist A^'nil Hai r ef ori
tv As ->i.vn a 3 'he doors such as Mid JL-name' ana' My '.She's (jor AGultnai d
opined a ma-s t.vxlus into Mom Mill (."U-.'.ns My I'ocun1
RBI* playeJ a coap'e oi :icw
I upostrok pi aw
whilf
Gu'tanst
lorn son^s and a > OUPIC of covei.
Another hoy. and half Wit.-5n1ew-.ki di-pi.iyud punk inciudiii^ •fniry" by Operawi*nr b\ AH oi a sudde.i, the guitar tiattamanship on ti jn Ivy and "Like on Me' by
them? music from I-cm* "C riiialcna "' Sjmttnne You A-ha It was a go :J show it
ihulkA D.i\ O/jFblast ed and I live To Ask Yourself and >oujust, wanted tohe^r then
album
out came S«»e Ferris, The '( oi i-ecc Me It I m W rong '
band started off with • he
lhz\ played loi the kids
Now i h-ici ceeii RIU, rhrei*
time1- pr'orD^thi^t-liort anJ il.r. ard that's, a." ffyxl <>nd well
Va1 clon'r -;^ i' V',.1- e to T-UV 'O'
iv their parents, too." ljust savy
lit- roalK turn) watching
nadn t seen " too man} nirls diessed'like
singer-'guiraiisc A^ton Barrett Gwen steUni and voo n-.Aiiy
a u»iy ..mumandinj;
in his big sunglasses and Ha- guvs wearing wile beatfr,
dd
, dotn^ the ska dance. waiian shirt before 'I he hoi n» and enormnusl) b
Save Ferns played a \ery blew me away The nfet two pants
swect and short set with times were very similar m perSumming it all up aftoi the
highlights, 'For You," "Spam" formance but jusi less encer- show I Wiis. talking to Scott
Uhe song about piocessed taining
the irumpetei for RBI' ar.d A
meat) and the cover "Come
Let me make things dear girl no older that 16 mteron hileen" which was fheir right now Reel Big Fish puts on i upted and asked Could you
closer Save Ferris horn sec- a good show Iru-y jump do me a big favor and sie;n m v
tion w as very lively and very around, make jokes, pull ticket-" x o t i turned to me
shaip Save Ferris Just re- pranks, and play their hearts and said "It's up to you ' I
leased their first full length, out But its the same routine thought about u and aftei
ft Menm Eva yt h ng
every time The kida just ent it being unable to determine
Next up was the Seattle right up N.ne months d$o, this, gula fate f turned to m>
^ i
Shesaid
band M \?x. WXPJS put on tin- thev w t re no kids, it uas ah i d l
best perfot mance w,th then mohawks and harJ-coif i n

LA. Confidential, A Refreshing Change Of Pace
BY BETH GILUGAN

Arts Writer

After sitting through a number of mindless action flicks
this summer, watching Curtis
Hanson's "LA. Confidential"
was a refreshing change of pace.
In a film filled with intriguing
plot twists and complex characters, Hanson explores the darker
side of 1950s Los Angeles. The
glamour usually associated
with the city is offset here by
corrupt cops, sleazy tabloid reporters, and call girls cut to look
like movie stars. The film, based
on James Ellroy's novel, evokes
many film noir of the 1940s.
Like Jack Gittes in
"Chinatwn" and Philip Marlowe
in "The Big Sleep," the heroes of
this film are far from flawless.
The movie focuses on three very
different cops- Jack Vincennes
(Kevin Spacey), Bud White

(Russell Crowe), and Ed Exley
(Guy Pearce)- who eventually
join forces to solve a complex
case. Vincennes, caught up
with the celebrity culture that
surrounds him, forms an easy
alliance with cynical tabloid reporter Sid Hudgens (Danny
DeVito). Hudgens pays off Jack
to inform him when a movie
star is about to be arrested, and
then shows up on the scene to
take photos of Vincennes
smugly leading away the suspects.
There is no such alliance between White and Exley, whose
hatred for each other only intensifies once they become involved with the same call girl, a
Veronica Lake look alike named
Lynne Bracken (Kim Basinger).
While White is introduced as a
tough cop who behaves viciously toward men who abuse
women, Exley is fiercely moral
and despised by many of his

colleagues for his limitless am- ers. James Cromwell, in a debition. However, just when parture from his role as the
Hanson seems to have firmly kindly farmer in "Babe," gives a
established White as a brute chilling performance as Police
and Exley as a moralistic prig, . Captain Dudley Smith. Soon
their two personalities begin to after Smith calls for a resolution

The glamour usually associatedwith the
city is offset here by corrupt cops, sleazy
tabloid reporters, and call girls cut to look
like movie stars. The film, based on James
Ellroy's novel, evokes many film noir of
the 1940s.
shift, and each exhibit traits
more characteristic of the other
one.
Exley, White, and Vincennes
finally put their differences
aside to investigate the Nite Owl
Massacre, a bloody incident at a
local diner that resulted in the
death of the a cop (Whi te's partner), a call girl, and a host of oth-

to the matter, two young Black
men are arrested and subsequently grilled by Exley and
White. However, a series of plot
twists and turns reveals that
there may be more to the matter than first seemed imaginable.
The subsequent investigation leads to the mayor, corrupt

cops, a millionaire pornographer, mobsters, call girls, and a
number of other shady characters.
The fascinating progressions
in plot are matched by the intriguing developments in some
of the central characters. Each
actor in the film gives a remarkable, credible performance.
Spacey slickly portrays Jack
Vincennes, and Danny DeVito is
at his cynical best as "HushHush" magazine
editor
Hudgens. However, the two
standout performances belong
to Crowe and Pearce, Australian
actors that are virtual unknowns in the United States
(though that status should
change relatively soon).
Basinger is also effective as
worldly call girl Bracken, and
Cromwell excellent as Smith.
Each actor contributes to making "LA. Confidential" one of the
best films of the year.
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Women's Tennis Foulters
BY CAROLYN FRENCH

Sports Editor

This past Saturday, the
women's tennis team played
some of their best tennis of the
season against the top-ten nationally ranked Ephs of Williams. Despite starting the day
off well, the Bantams could not
keep up with the exceptional
depth and talent of the Williams squad and fell 7-2.
The Doubles teams took the
courts first, and Trinity looked
to be well matched against the
nationally-ranked Ephs. The
number 3 doubles team of cocaptain Amy Friedman '99 and
Caroline Hughes'00 had an exceptionally strong match.
Friedman and Hughes battled
to stay even with the strong
Williams duo and eventually
win, 8-6. "Last year'we lost in
the finals of New Englands to
the Williams' number 3 doubles
team and this year we were
hungry for revenge! At the moment Caroline and I are exstatic
because we are clicking as a
team," said Friedman.
Things looked good at the
start of the match for the number one doubles team of Erica
Johnson '00 and co-captain
Erica Mann '99. After Trinity
led 6-1, Williams changed their
strategy, and staged a dramatic
come back. Trinity became defensive and ended up losing the
match in a tiebreaker.
Sophomore Heidi Poison pro-

the Bantams in her singles

ALEXCUKOR

Erica Johnson competing this Saturday against

nationally ranked Williams.

match. Playing at the number
5 spot, Poison dropped the first
set, 4-6, but battled back tosteal
the second set, 6-4. In the third
set Poison battled valiantly, digging deep to pull out a
phenominal 7-5 win in the third
set. Poison fought off two match
points held by her Williams
opponent and roared back to
capture the match.
"She showed so much grit and
determination. She was an inspiration to the rest of the team,"
said Head Coach Wendy

Michael Chang of the Women's
Tennis team, she never gave up
and played tough through all
three sets."
In other singles action, Mann
split her first two sets, losing 63 in the first and winning 6-4 in
the second. In the third Mann
fell victim toSarah Kline's resilience and fell 6-3.
The team attributes much of
its success to the strong support.
they have recieved from their
fans. This week the Bantams
host the University of Hartford
jgtt X&fcdaaesday at 3;00 P.M and
beamed chat "Heidi is the Vassar on Saturday at 12 00 PM

Volleyball Kills

continued from Page 24
petition with ease, Their final
match with St. Joseph's however, would prove to be the
most critical match thus far in
the season for the Bantams.
St. Joseph's came at the Bantarns with a flurry of offensive
strength and competitive energy. They swarmed the team
right from the start, winning
the first2garaes 7-l5and 11-15.
Trailing 13-12 in the third and
potentially deciding game,
Trinity looked to its Captain to
get them through a "do-or-die"
situation. Karas brought her
team together and encouraged
them to focus and relax. Her
words were obviously heard, as
Trinity came back to win the
third game 15-13, and then
went on to win the match, taking the last twogames 15-7 and
15-7.
"Natalie really grew up today," said Vandermeer of her
lone senior. "She stepped it up
when-weneeded her to, and
she showed the kind of leadership that we need in order to
win."
:
Wejust weren't the kind of
• team we wanted to be in those
first two games," Karas explained, "and in that third
game, something just clicked.
It's rare for such a young team
to come through in a pressure
situation like that, but it really
says a lot about the future of
'this p f e g i f l t * - * ' 8 ^ ^ * ^ * *
played today.'
i-

23 digs to the Bantam's defensive cause. The starting team
of Couch, Mase, DeMartino,
Karas, Konieczny, and
Harleigh Leach, found a closeness within them as a unit that
should provide the spark they
are going to need in continuing
on this same pace for the duration of the season. Konieczny
leads the team in overall kills
with 64, while Couch is the
squad's offensive staple, having
tallied 182 set assists thus far.
It was an experience that can
only make the tearnstronger as
they move on through the rest
of this season. For the freshmen to play through pressure
situations like the one they
faced on Saturday will only
help them as they battle the
rest of the NESCAC
Vandermeer was pleased with
the effort of her players, and
especially with that of Karas,
who is the "heart of the team"
as Vandermeer explains it.
"She's worked so hard throughout her career. She deserved to
win this tournament, and she
deserves all that she has
achieved." If Karas keeps her
competitiveness alive, and her
younger teammates help fuel
the fire along the way, Trinity's
volleyball team is on a direct
courseforastrongfinishm this
year's NESCAC standings.
The Bantams will face
Amherst in a crucial match on
ing to see how the
stack up against

mate Tricia Mase, who added

,n the gym.
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Senior Profile On Quarterback Joe Mullaney
BY JOSH GOIDFINE

Copy Editor

The quarterback of any football team is supposed to be a
leader, one whose actions and
play are often indicative of the
team as a whole. Trinity senior
quarterback and tri-captain Joe
Mullaney has taken this leadership role to a new level, leading
the Bantams to an impressive

14-3 mark in his two-plus years
as the Trinity starter.
A native of Wellesley, Massachusetts, Mullaney burst onto
the football scene as a freshman
in high school. He was a twoyear starter on a Wellesley High
team that went 22-0 over that
span, winning a pair of state
championships and providing
some fond memories for the 5foot-8,170-pounder. "Both Super
Bowl wins were great for different reasons," says Mullaney,
"The first one was just amazing
to get there, but the second was

Joe Mullaneyrolls out of the pocket as he searches
for an open Bantam receiver.

was inserted as the backup behind senior quarterback Steve
Mikulski, who put up terrific
numbers over his career, including leading the Bantams to an
undefeated 1993 campaign.
Filling Mikulski's shoes has
been little problem for
Mullaney, who has set five different quarterback records al-

newly-formed option offense,
Mullaney has torched defenses
with his ability to make something out of nothing. "That's his
best attribute," says senior
teammate Craig Borsari, "To
make a play when there's nothing there."
Mullaney's best attribute,
though, may not be the physishir
olwdi
Jicatta-lents-.hebricigs tothe gridand touchdowns in a career. An iron. Rather, it is the role as a
peat."
When Mullaney arrived on elusive runner who fits per- leader which distinguishes
campus in the fall of 1994, he fectly into Coach Don Miller's Mullaney as a valuable asset to

any team.
"I'm not very vocal," says the
ever-modest Mullaney, "1 just try
to lead by example. We started
out with 45 freshman three
years ago, and now there's only
nine of us. Those nine guys are
some of the hardest working
guys I've ever played with, and
all the seniors are reaWy captains in their own way."
Mullaney will leave Trinity as
a winner. Two of his three collegiate losses have come at the

hands of rival Williams, which
downed the Bantams 19-15 on
Saturday. But, Mullaney's fondest memories of his college career involve the hated Ephmen.
Last year, the Bantams
marched into Williamstown on
a late-September Saturday afternoon and defeated mighty
Williams, ending the schools'
23-game winning streak. Of the
win, Mullaney says, "It was the
best game I've ever played in.
We were outplayed all day by
Williams, but we made some
big plays at the end to win it. It
was definitely one of the highlights of my career."
A political science major,
Mullaney will graduate in May.
Leaving Trinity will not be easy.
"I've had a great experience here,
and I'll miss competing with
the guys, and the whole team
aspect overall."
Tri-captain Ryan Burch says
that Trinity football will miss
Mullaney too. "He exemplifies
leadership, both on and off the
field. His hard work and determination is a jump-start to the
entire team, both offense and
defense."
Mullaney's collegiate career
has six games remaining. Despite recent Williams setback,
the Bantams still have a shot at
second straight NESCAC
championship if they win all of
their remaining contests, which
is not at all unlikely.
. Mullaney has no individual
goals for the remainder of the
season, just "to win the league
again. I just want to go out on a
winning note." "With his track
record of winning and the leadership he has brought to the
football program, nothing is
unattainable for Mullaney.

Cross Country Fishin' For Cod BANTAM MTRAMUMl
BY YOLANDA FCAMINO

Sports Writer

This weekend the cross
country teams traveled to
Franklin Park in Boston, .MA
for the 30* annual Codfish
Bowl Invitational. A large
number of schools were
present here, including some
from Division 1 and II schools.
Despite the fact that both the
men's and women's teams
were missing members due to
injury and illness, they still
were able to turn in not only
fine individual performances,
but also team efforts.
The women's race began
with a quick first mile, in
which a- number of Trinity's
top runners were helping to
set the pace. Senior Elizabeth
Worthy was in thelead pack
from the beginning of the race
and was able to maintain her
position as she went on to finish second with an excellent
time of 18;48. Proof of the
team's strength was close behind Worthy as. she was
closely foliowed'by three other.
members of the team. These
members were, in their respective finishing order, Thania
Benlos ('99) with a time of
19:11, Sonya Worthy 098) in
19*38, and Kirti Mendell C99)
19:46. This gave Trinity four
positions, in the top twenty,
but due to the distance between the fourth and fifth
runner the team was unable to

secure a win, However, the team cross country performances,
finished, in third place, improv- Appleyard took .almost a-full
ing from its fifth place finish, minute, off of hts'time from
last year. This year Umass- last year's Codfish Bowl
Lowell .won, with Brandies
Close befijrid were i'fresh. claiming second place.', ••• • " ,'men Todcj Markelz and Paul.
Along with these runners,: Pultar who continue to prove
other members of the team also* Valuable to the team. Sophoprovided fine performances, as mores David Kyle and Adam
a number of members signifi- Forkner ran great, improving
cantly improved their times their times from prior weeks
. from the prior weeks. Fresh- '• as they continue to add depth
men Ann Mary Lukas secured to the team. Matthew Wong
the final scoring position for the ('00) also ran well for the TrinBantams, helping them to their ity, who continues to improve.
third place finish. Following
Overall,- many of the
her was sophomore Mariah runner's were pleased with
Titlow, who ran an excellent their performances. Sonya
race, despite recently returning :Worthy was excited with her'
from/an injury.
effort as she said, "I'm really:
Alexandria Murallo'01, Katie pleased. I felt good, strong the
Bisbce '98, Susan O'Hare '99, entire way. it was a very posi~.
Mara Kieth '01, and Deborah. tive race for me." Van Allen
Van Allen '99 raced well, pro- was also pleased as she took
viding strength and support to over a minute off of her time.the team's overall effort and from last week on a notorihelping them to place well in ously fast, -course at UMassthemee*:,
.
'. • Dartmoutn,
"After notconapeting for a
. The'men's race was dominated by Tuf tsras they won with, while, it is so nice just to be
a scoreof 44 points compared able to race again this season.
with the second place team's 77 I'm having a good time and ain
points. However, several fine pleased with how lam doing.
performances were turned .in by I hope to continue to improve.
Trinity's men's team. Leading It is also exciting to see the
the chase was senior Eric . team do well even, without all
Layigne who finished in twen- of our runners, who will be
tieth place, compared to his last back, shortly. So we really do •
year's 31st place, Lavigne also have a great deal of potential,"
lowered his time from last year
Both teamswill race at their,
by almost thirty seconds. Run- home course this Saturday.
ningsecond for the team was The race will be held at
co-captainBenjamin Appleyard, " Wickham Park in Manchester,
who turned in one of his finest CT at noon.

RESULTS i

soccenseones
WEDNESDAY 24W

HANGERS 13, PANTHERS 5
REAL Ber/S 7, RED WINGS 2
FLYERS 9, BRUINS 4
METAUICA 3, MUNTEL I

FWMY26W
MONDAY22ND
DUFFERS 32, H GOODMAN 31

(or)
THESPIT66, TINTS BIG
PACKAGE 6

REALBSTIS 2, FLYING DUTCH
MASTERS 2
MUNTEL 4, THE YARD8IRDS0
DE GOAT 10, THE PETS 2
FLYING DUTCH MASTER'S 4,
JONES ONE 2

TUESDAY 23 W
SPANK THE MONKies 73,

JSU06

WEDNESDAY 24W
Sex CLOWNS24, TINY'SBIG
PACKAGE 12
MANTSAM0NKEY39, THE
RUN W SHOOT 8

THURSDAY 25TH
SPANK THE MONKIES 42, H
GOODMAN 6
THE SPIT 30, DUFFERS 10

London $383
Paris $419
Sydney $1203
San Jose
4 Costa Rica
FAflli ARf AOUNDTRIP M HOT IHtLUDt WWS. SuBJK! TO
A/MlABIUrYANO OtHlR RKtBICIIOHS Xmt FAKES ARE
SUIUtCf tO.CHAKGt
.
tt

Travel
it Kdutaiioiul £ufainii*

,320 Elm Street
New Haven

(203) 562-5335
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Women's Soccer Suffers From Ephemerai Attack
BY DEVIN PHARR

Sports Writer

When one invites guest to one's house,
it is typical not to go about stealing
things. But this is exactly what happened this Saturday as the Ephs rode out
of Hartford having pilfered a game from
women's soccer team.
Following their midweek loss to Connecticut College, thsi Bantams welcomed
NESCAC rival Williams College to town.
Having battled back and forth for the
better part of the game, the score remained at 0-0. It looked to stay that way,
until the deadlock was suddenly broken
by Williams with 9 minutes remaining.
Almost immediately, Williams scored
again with 71/2 minutes remaining. The
2-0 deficit so late in the game was too
great to overcome and the Bantams
dropped this hard fought game.
The game began rather poorly for the
Bantams. Barely clearing the half field
mark for the first ten minutes their defense was tested but held, highlighted in
the 104% effort by junior Courtney

Glenn. Backing up the Apocalypse Four
defenders was the already familiar "coolheadedness" of Freshman keeper,
Michelle Forte. "I don't know, I mean it
just doesn't make much sense going out
there with all these emotions and craziness determining how you play. It just
makes more sense to keep your head into
what you are doing and not worry about
it." Repulsing attack after attack she gave
the team a solid foundation to begin their
attack. For the remainder of the half and
well into the second, Trinity outplayed
Williams in nearly every aspect of the
game. They worked harder, went to the
ball stronger, passed, shielded and
stopped. They dominated in everything
but shooting. "It's something we really
need to work on," said Senior Tri-Captain
Jennifer Martinelli. "Our tendency is to
hold the ball for that perfect shot when
really we need to keep drilling shots in
there and pick up some of those goals
you don't see on the highlight films. It's
nice to go upper 90 but those aren't the
kind of shots we're going to win games
on."
With 9 minutes remaining a Williams

Men's Soccer Falls to Ephs
Bantams Outscored 2-1 On Parents
Weekend
and seemed to deviate from their unique
BY AMANDA TUCKER

style of play. There were few standouts
in the game but there were a few signs
for optimism. Freshman Tom HambrickThis past weekend was not only Stowe stepped into his first varsity start
Parents Weekend but also the annual in college and played extremely well.
showdown with the Purple Cows of Other freshman also made great strides
Williamstown, Massachusetts. This and contributed off of the bench: Brett
looked to be a very good matchup for the MacQuarrie, Dave Pimental, Caley
team, anonymous sources on the team Iandiorio, and Mickey Chambers.
Other good signs for the team was the
told me that this was to be their best
Sports Writer

The annual battle drew a tremendous
crowd on a gorgeous day here at Trinity.
Despite the unbridled optimism, the
Bantams struggled and eventually fell
victim to the potent Williams attack.
The final score was Williams 2, Trinity
1. Williams came out with a vengence
capitalizing immediately on two early
chances. Before the game was really

flowing, the Ephs had jumped but to a
daunting 2-0 lead.
.
The Bantams scrapped back when
Daniel Rudolph '00 was able to find the
back of the net on a beautiful shot. The
assist was dished out by forward jay
Fernandes '99. Unfortunately, the Bantams could not create another goal despite a f lury of attempts throughout the
game.
The team played extremely uptight

out for three weeks with a leg injury In
his first game backjenks had two shots
on goal and constantly pressured the
Williams defense.
One weak link for the bantams was
there air attack. Williams seemed to grab
ever ball that left the ground and simply played a far more aggressive brand
of soccer. In one case, Williams actually
drew blood, when one of its defenders
had a mid-air collision with senior captain Jon Freeman. Freeman had to get
stitches but is expected to make a recovery for the team's next game.
Two outside midfielders, Nate Potter
'00 and David "Penny" Aucoin '98 both
played very well for the team as they have
for the duration of the season. With the
growing confidence of Hambrick-Stowe,
the impressive progression of the underclassmen and the return of several formerly injured Bantams, the team looks
to improve on their record of 2-1-1.
The Bantams' next game is at home
against Connecticut College on Wednesday at 3:00 PM. On Friday the team will
travel to play M.I.T. at 4:00 PM.
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player, just outside the 18 yard box,
chipped up a shot over the advancing
Trinity defense. Grazing the underside of
the crossbar just beyond the reach of a
leaping Forte, it's impact was quite evident even as Head coach Mike Smith
tried to regroup his team from the sidelines.- The roof however crashed to the
floor when a second Williams goal was
scored from a shot 25 yards out.
And despite the loss, after the final
whistle blew, the Bantams left the field
on their feet, not on their shields. "It is a
little hard to swallow a loss like this,"
remarked Senior Tri-Captain Sarah
Bettencourt. "But we know that if we
keep playing hard like we did [on Saturday] we're going to win." Martinelli
agreed, mentioning, "Our coach told us
that we played great, and I think he's
right. We had them playing kick and run
over our heads and even then we passed
around them like a Porsche through pylons. We need to play great for the whole
game though."
Tri-captain Colleen McGlynn continued, "Right now we're playing a solid first
half and going strong into the second.

But anyone will tell you a strong finish
is just as important as anything else."
And this is completely true. If the Bantams are to win consistently then they
must learn to play the entire game, in a
physical sense, but they must also remain as mentally alert as if they had just
started the game. There can be no lulls
because as it was demonstrated this
weekend even a moment of lapse alertness can result in disaster.
In their 3-1 loss to Connecticut College
this was evident to Assistant Coach Amy
Seymore, "Execution is the key for us to
turn the corner and we saw glimpses of
it against Connecticut. Once these
glimpses turn into ninety minutes the
outcome will certainly be different.
Hence our team is on the verge, it just
remains to be seen when we breach that
point." Again what is most important is
that the team shoot often and early as
they did against Connecticut. The result
being a ripping of the net by middiewinger Martinelli. The games will not
get any easier with matches against
Clark in Worchester today and Colby in
a home match this weekend.

Turn Those LacesOut
continued from Page 24
on our blitz," said senior co-captain
,Ryan Burch. Williams was able to
counter the blitz with trap plays up the
middle which often led to big gains for
McAdara, who ran for S3 yards on just
10 carries.
'
'.
On their next possession, Williams,
with the help of two 15 yard penalties
by Trinity, again, used, the run up the
d d l T h i i P * S « « * *
ball in for a touchdown from 20 yards
ey capita.
Francis capitalized on the third
on their good field position,"
With little happening on the Trinity down conversion witha 17yard touchoffensive side of the ball, the defense had down run with eii
to step 4p,to..th'e-chalkftge'started inside the Bantam ten yard line PAT, the Bantams took the lead 15-13.
With Williams driving into Trinity
on their ensuing possession. With the
aid. of a Williams penalty and a sack by territory led by an 18 yard run by
Brian LaHaie, the Ephs were backed up McAdams, the defense came up with
to their 28 yard line, where the Bantam another big play as sophomore Nate
Barad read a screen pass perfectly and
defense lorced'a turnover oii downs.

"We Just didn't convert on our opportunities,The
offensenever really got going. We just never put it
•
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~)ae Mullaney -98
Feeling the change of momentum, picked off the Supino toss. Trinity,
the Trinity offense came alive with a though, could not take advantage of
scoring drive of 72 yards in 11 plays. A this opportunity, as the Ephs recovered
16 yard catch across the raiddlebn third a fumble in Bantam territory.
down, and 13 by senior Rob Kane on the
Williams again ran the ball ,with
lastplay of the third quarter ignited the McAdams right up the middle for a 26
Bantams and kept the drive alive. yard gain. Following an 11 yard run aff
Other key plays included a spectacular tackle by Storz, McAdams, from one
17 yard scramble by'senfbr co-captain ' yard out, scored his second touchdown
Joe Mullaney and a 13 yard run by jun- " of the game. Williams failed their two
ior halfback Sherman Francis (23 Car- point conversion, but had the 19-15
ries, 83 yards). Junior Marc Macarrini lead.
(9 rushes, 68 yards) had an eight yard
With just under four minutes rescamper in which he avoided two men . maining, Trinity Had enough time to
in the backfield and dove down to the drive down the field, but the Williams
three yard line. This set up a three yard pressure forced three incomplete
touchdown run by Francis.' After a passes. The Bantam defense could not
missed PAT because.of a high snap, Wil- stop the run as' Williams ran out the
liams maintained a 13-9 lead.
clock to extend their record to 2-0.
' However, on Williams-'s second play Trinity dropped to 1-1,
fromscrimraage, LaHaie came up with
While most of the scoring occurred
an interceptibnygiving the Trinity of- in thesecond half, Trinity k*st the game
fense field position at the Ephs 31 yard' because their offense did not take adline. Following two Bantam-penalties,' vantage of their four red zone chances
the Bantams faced a third down and 16. •in the first half. "We just didn't convert
Agaih;Mulkney and Kane connected,. on our opportunities" said Mullaney.
this time for 17 yards, "1 was supposed "The offense never really got going. We
to curl over the' middle again," ex- • just never put it in,"
•
plained Kane. "But Joe had so much
In this Saturday's game against
pressure, hescrambled-right and I toiled Hamilton Coach Don Miller, goingfor
to the sideline with him. He.made a • his 169th victory, has a chance to be.pefect throw on the sideline and I was
come the New England Division III
abk'toget one. footdowrt and keep the
leaderjn coaching victories. The game
drive going,", .-•»• • ",. ._
••. ,
1Sathom&at'l:35PM. '
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THIS WEEK
IN BANTAM
Tuesday, September 30
Women's soccer at Clark 4:00 PM
Wednesday, October 1
Field Hockey at Springfield 5:00 PM
Men's Soccer vs. Conn. College 3:00
PMWomen's Tennis vs. UHart 3:00
PM
Men's Golf at ECAC Qualifier

WITH TH<E f O0TBM1 SGtf ONIM FULL SWING MID MMOR
LQ^GIK BMGML PR€PN*ING TO ThCKLC TH€ POSTSGtiOM W€ LOOK TO THIS W€€K'S TRM* THGIte THINGS
SHM^D BY K)OTBfcLL MiD BWehLL
1. THIS M€W VORK fOOTBML TCfcto P\MD ShM FRM1CISCO BM6DM.L
im\ SHN£ THIS MOT SO TIMY NICKNMTte.
2. TH€ CINCINrWTI RQS &MD DNihS COWBOYS thUST SHkR€ TH€
T^L€f1TS O f THIS H6WLY ' W Q " SP€©STCR.

Thursday, October 2
Women's Volleyball at Clark 7:00
PM
Friday, October 3
Men's Soccer at M.I.T. 4:00 PM
Women's Volleyball at Wesleyan
Tourney 5:00 PM
Saturday, October 4
Women's Volleyball at Wesleyan
Tourney 9:00 AM
Women's Field Hockey vs. Colby
11:00AM
\ Women's Soccer vs. Colby 11:00
AM
Women's Tennis vs. Vassar 12:00

3 .THIS A\l\2Om f OOTDML T S M hW ST. LOUIS DMCDtML T ^ m
THIS HM€-f €WH€KD mONIK€R.
4 . WHIL€ W /lUDURh THIS BfcSD€ML SUP^RSTI^R
o n TH€GRID iRon r^riD sp^nT HIS f
. H6 WOM TH€

DO
T\M HURTIMG
THIS VG\R.

5. TH^ Sf\M FRF\MSISCO DM€DML T€^m WiD SW1
fOOTD^LL W\m rhUST SHf\R6 THIS SOTDIUmflMT, GP£ US TH6
common nmt of inesimm Because THS SPORTS S T WDO€S
MOT hPPROl/€ O f TH6 CORPORW6 €GOPTlSlt\ US€D TO RU!M W€LL-

Varsity Football vs. Hamilton 1:30
PM
Varsity Cross Country hosts
Bantam Invitational 11:55 AM
Varsity Crew at Mount Holyoke
Regatta
Sunday October 5
Varsity Crew at Mt. Holyoke
Regatta
Men's Golf at Toski Tourney

Answers to Last Week's Trivia
LGriffeys
2. Beras
3.Ripkens
4. Roses
S.Cruzs

Bantams-in-the Spotlight
KIR$TEN$KEVVX98
HELD HOCKEY
WESTF/EID,MA

COUN LYNCH
FOOTBALL
BRA/NTREEfMA

KIRSTEN SKEW, A SENIOR GOALKEEPER FROM COLIN LYNCH, A SENIOR LINEBACKER FROM
WESTFIELV, MA, ISA THREE YEAR STARTER ON WE BRAINTREE, MA, HAD A FANTASTIC GAME IN THIS
FIELV HOCKEY TEAM. THIS PAST WEEK, SHE HAD SATURDAY'S 19-15 LOSS TO WILLIAMS. LYNCH
TWO SHUT-OUTS, INCLUVING A 1-0 WIN OVER RECORDED 8 UNASSISTED TACKLES, CONTRIBUTED 3
WILLIAMS. ACCORDING TO TEAMMATE ASHLEY ASSISTED TACKLES, AND GRABBED A KEY
KNOWLES, "KIRSTEN WAS THE BERLIN WALL!" THE INTERCEPTION. C/NCH'S DEFENSIVE PROWESS
WIN OVER WILLIAMS WAS HER THIRD SHUTOUT OF ANCHORED THE BANTAM'S EFFORT AND GAVE THEMA
THE SEASON. SHE HAS ONLYALLOWED ONE GOAL ALL CHANCE FOR VICTORY. IN THE SPRING LYNCH WILL BEA\
CO-CAPTAIN FOR WE TRINITY BASEBALL TEAM.
SEASON.
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Women's Field Hockey Skedduled For Success
BY ANDREW WEISS AND
AMANDA TUCKER

Sports Writers

On Thursday, September 25,
the field hockey team faced off
against the Lyons of Mount
Holyoke College. However, the
Lyons were no match for Trinity, as the Bantams sent them
home with a stunning 7-0 defeat. Then, on Saturday before a
large crowd of parents and supporters, Trinity edged Williams
1-0.
Against, Mt. Holyoke, Trinity
set to rest all fears raised about
the lack of scoring against Elms
and Bates. Leading the scoring
parade was senior Ashley
Knowles with three goals. Right
behind her was junior Camilla
Love with two goals and three
assists.
Rounding out the scoring
was senior co-captain Anna
Norland and an assist. Senior,
Ashleigh Bischoff and Katie
Watts '00 each chipped in with
one goal apiece.
Trinity's defense played just as
well as its offense. Like in the
Elms game, Mt. Holyoke rarely
passes midfield into Trinity's
zone, Ev&riijw|ieti tlie. Lyons
were able to make it to Trinity's
side of the field, they only had

a perfect record.
The game was characterized
by a strong defense led by Kate
Leonard '99 and goalie Kirsten
Skedd '98. Without the outstanding play of Skedd the
game's outcome would have
definitely been different.
The team offensively only
took six shots which could
cause some problems in the
coming weeks as the team does
not have an easy game left. This
has not caused a panic on the
team however, because prior to
this game there had been plenty
of shots and goals.
The team will work out some
of the problems that plagued
them on Saturday and hopefully come out strong against
Springfield and Colby College.
The team will travel to
Springfield on Wednesday to
play at night on the turf. The
ALEX CUKOR
Katie Watts '00 drives past a Williams defender during the
team will practice on the turf
prior to the game to get used to
Bantams exciting 1-0 victory this past Saturdaythe surface.,
three shots and four corners.
came nine minutes into the scoring opportunities.
Springfield is currently
Coming into the game the game on a penalty corner that
Williams was awarded a penteam knew that they were in for was broken up. Senior co-cap- alty stroke for an unknown rea- ranked #2 in the regional poll
a battle. Games against Will- tain, Amanda Tucker, stopped son in which Eph-woman, and Trinity is #6. With an uniams are never easy, but the the ball and sent a bumpy drive Robin Severud shot the ball defeated record the team has
team was confident that play- into the circle. Fellow senior wide. Williams ds&hM'sotrie- much to be proud of but they
ing on their home field in front Ashley Knowles collected the wide open shots that they could also know that in o r d e r ' f o l ^
of family and friends would ball and tipped it around the not convert. Trinity also had fill their goal of making the ***?;
give them the^dge-.tliiat they jr ,WalUaras goalie. It was to be the some breakaways and open post-season, they will have to
needed.
onlygoal scored by either team shots, but one goal was enough bring together all parts of their
The lone goal of the game although there were plenty of and Trinity left their field with game.

Football Drops Home-Opener
BY STARK TOWNEND

BY LEVI LITMAN

Sports Writer

Senior Editor
•v

"V

V

Trinity had their opportunities Saturday against the Williams Ephs, but they could not
convert. Although the Bantam
offense drove inside the Williams twenty yard line four
times in the first half, they
emerged with just one field goal.
When granted the opportunity,
the Ephs were able to capitalize,
as they left Danjessee field with
the 19-15 victory.
This game mirrored last
year's game at Williams, except
the roles were reversed. Last
, year, although the Ephs dominated the Bantams statistcally,
Trinity was able to capitalize on
their opportunities, and aided
by a missed extra point at the
end.of the game, won 14-13.
This year, it was the Bantams
that outplayed Williams in the
first half, but amassed just three
points to show for it. They had
better field position all game,
and intercepted Williams quarterback Peter Supino five times.
However, the Ephs made the
most of their opportunities and,
aided by a poor Trinity kicking
game and stagnant red zone offense, came up with the 19-15
victory.
'
While Trinity dominated the
first half, they entered half time
with just a 3-0 lead. Williams
.came out fired up to start the
second half. Starting with the,
ball in the second half, the Williams offense came up with
their first first down since the

ALEX CUKOR
Craig Borsari '98 hangs his head during the
team's 19-15 loss to Williams this Saturday.
opening drive of the game. Led position. Supino's passes of 15
by Supino, Williams drove 36 and 21 yards set the table for a
yards until the Bantam defense one yard touchdown run up the
forced a punt. Starting with the middle by Mike McAdam to
ball inside their own nine yard give Williams a 7-3 lead. For the
line, the Trinity offense gained rest of the second half, Williams
just one yard in three plays.
took advantage of the size of
Williams, receiving the ball their offensive line and the agon Trinity's half of the field for gressive Trinity defense, "They
the first time all game, was able caught us with a couple of traps
SeeLACESPage 22
to capitalize on their good field

The Trinity Women's Volleyball team is growing stronger
each and every day. Coming off
a week in which the squad
went 4-0, their overall record
stands at 7-1, and they are well
on their way to surpassing last
year's 11-12 mark, The team is
starting to gel together as a
unit, as upperclassmers grow
into their leadership roles, and
younger players find the competitive spirit necessary for volleyball at. the college level. It
was a week that saw the team
improve in numerous areas,
and one which saw them overcome adversity when they had
to.
On the 25th, Trinity faced an
undermanned and overmatched Albertus Magnus
team, whom they quickly disposed of 3-0 (15-4,15-0,15-5).
The win gave the Bantams the
opportunity to play a number
of team members who are still'
learning their rales from themore experienced players, and
it gave them the chance to work
on some parts of their game
that were in need of a little fine
tuning. Though not the ideal
segue into the weekend tournament with Connecticut College, St. Joseph's, and Regis, it.
did provided the team with a
chance to get out the. quirks
that were hampering their play.
Senior Captain Natalie Karas
was pleased at how "(we) still
played up to our level," and she '

mentioned that she was glad
the team was able to keep its
composure throughout the
match.,
Then came the real test for
the Bantams. On Saturday, the
27th, Trinity hosted its first
ever volleyball tournament,
thanks in large part to the tireless efforts of Head Coach Fran
Vandermeer. Vandermeer's
team did not disappoint either,
winning the tournament with
a record of 3-0, and in the process learned how to step it up
when its crunch time.
Trinity first faced the
NESCAC's second ranked Connecticut College, and quickly
disposed of them 3-0 (15-10,157, 15-1). Freshman Angie
DeMartino solidified the defense with 10 digs, as did
Megan Konieczny '01 with
nine. Tina Couch '01 proved
again that she is the future of
this young team, as she was responsible for 27 of the team's
28 set assists. In their second
match, the team squared up
against Regis College, and In
another huge, performance
from Couch, With 29 set assists, Couch and Karas are
making themselves known as
the backbone of the squad. Senior Karas is more than impressed with the freshmen's
talent. "Tina had an awesome
day, and 1 was really amazed at
how well she and all of our
yourig players performed."
Trinity won the match 3-0 (1510,15-12,15-4), and appeared to
be-cruising through the comSee Volleyball on Page 20

